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It’s great to see Air Mail’s email inbox and postbag
bulging with correspondence from members: we’ve
had to expand our letters page so we can share the

best of them. Thank you all for getting in touch, and
keep them coming. 

After the flurry of D-Day and Berlin Airlift anniversaries
this year, we’re bringing you plenty of members’ rich
memories of the events and their commemorations.
And as I write, the RAF has been helping the people of
Whaley Bridge threatened by the breach of the
Toddbrook Resevoir: so I would encourage memories of humanitarian work as well
as stories from the Falklands, Kosovo and Gulf Wars or of service life in more recent
decades (Official Secrets Act allowing). I am also keen to hear if you received help
from the Association, and want to thank the volunteers and staff whose humble
support made a difference to your life.

For 2020 we are already considering how to cover the 80th anniversary of the Battle
of Britain and planning more forward-looking articles about the future of the
modern RAF.  I look forward to hearing from you to help make your magazine
relevant for all our members - from the youngest rafaYOUTH members, to the
serving parents of the children at the new RAFA Kidz nursery at Odiham and our
centenarian veterans. Enjoy this issue.

Annie O’Brian
airmail@rafa.org.uk
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Dear Editor … 
… your letters and emails to Air Mail and our readers

Inverted chevrons 1
The recent letter from Phil Harris has prompted me to share my
own recollection of the upside-down stripes. I was a member of
an L.Fitt. GC fitters course (FC 12) at RAF Locking in 1967/8. I recall
looking forward to graduation and earning my Junior Technician
stripe. However, sometime during that period the inverted stripes
were discontinued and I had to settle for a 4-bladed propeller!
Imagine my disappointment.

Bryan Tansley, Ex Sergeant

Inverted chevrons 2
I'd passed out from RAF Hereford Credenhill on 1963 having
completed my Boy Entrant training in Clerk General Duties.
Despite being Clerical Trade supposedly with a knowledge of
ranks, that didn't prevent me learning the difference between a
Corporal Technician with inverted chevrons and a Corporal the
hardest way possible. I also found out what a ‘tin room’ was, and
its function within the disciplinary hierarchy. I'd made the big
mistake of addressing a Catering Corporal Technician as Corporal
instead of Corporal Tech… [He] introduced me to a number of
sessions in the kitchen tin room where I was up to my elbows in
greasy water washing all manner of large, aluminium pots and
pans. The annoying thing was, despite what others had told me
about the advantages of being given a disciplinary session in the
kitchen tin room, there were no added ‘perks’.

Ieuan Williams, Ex Boy Entrant U/T Clerk General Duties   

Thor
I read with interest the article on Thor in the last issue of Air Mail.
At the time, I was a Sergeant Supplier in the Job Control at RAF
Feltwell, and our office was on the first floor of the Ops building
which had a window overlooking the Ops floor. Along the end wall
of the Ops room, at ceiling height, was a row of coloured lights,
indicating current security state. We were advised that when the
red light at the end lit up, that was the signal to the launch officers
to turn their keys. It must have been when the yellow was lit up,
probably when there was the ‘Operational Hold’, that tension was
palpable. During this time the USAF Officers were sitting at their
controls, metaphorically chewing their fingernails, while their RAF
opposite numbers were grouped at the end of the room looking at
a TV which, I believe, was showing a football match. I was told by
one of the RAF Officers that when the red light lit up a siren would
sound and they would have dashed back to turn their keys! In the
event, the red light never lit up!

David King, ex WO Supplier 

Headley Court
I was very interested to read the ‘Per Mutua’ letter by Tony Webb
in the April-June Air Mail. When in Canada on flying training in
1952 I contracted polio and was rushed to hospital. After a few
months I was flown back to the UK and posted to Headley Court,
which was then a medical rehab unit. I was put in an ‘Early Legs’
class and the PTOs worked us very hard, but we had a lot of fun
and when well enough we used to zoom off on remedial bicycle
runs. I was put in an oak-panelled communal bedroom
supposedly haunted by Lady Robinna, but we were so tired we
fell asleep before she arrived! Among the patients was Bill
Bedford, a test pilot at Hawkers, and Bill Graham, whom I became
very friendly with. I was rather sad on leaving Headley Court as I
had fond memories of the posting and the staff. 

Jeff Hill, ex Pilot Officer

Battle of Britain film
[Re. the Battle of Britain film mentioned in the last Air Mail].
Though much of the filming for the Battle of Britain film was
done at RAF Manston and from a flying platform for the flying
portions, Director Guy Hamilton shot part of it at Bentley Priory;
Fighter Command’s former HQ. I was posted to RAF Stanmore
Park, a sub unit of Bentley Priory. All the staff working that day
were allowed on set - well behind the cameras and lighting. Sir
Lawrence Oliver, taking the part of Lord Dowding, came out onto
a small balcony attached to his office. The whole sequence was
shot with no words being spoken; a part that only Lawrence
Oliver could capture. It appears to be early evening, but was
filmed at 12.45, I know - I was there.     

Colin Stevenson, Bodmin Branch

U-2 over RAF Feltwell
Ivan Farmer described his time at RAF Feltwell - a station that also
holds many memories for me as I was based there during my
National Service as Airframe Mechanic from 1955-6. At that time
RAF Feltwell was the home of No.3 F.T.S. One day in the summer
of 1956 when I was refueling a Percival Provost T.1 I saw an
aircraft with very high aspect ratio wings flying silently above me
in the direction of RAF Lakenheath. As I failed to recognise the
aircraft, I immediately sent a letter to the magazine Air Pictorial
asking if they could identify it. They replied by publishing my
letter the following month under the headline “The U2 has
arrived in England”, and went on to describe it as ‘a high altitude
cosmic ray research aircraft’! I had witnessed the Lockheed U-2.
on its landing run having just crossed the Atlantic.

Charles Thompson 

Serving with the stars
During my time at RAF Yatesbury’s Radio School in 1946/7 I was
stationed with a few friends I had known in civvy street. One of
whom was the world famous hairdresser Vidal Sassoon. At this
time the station Warrant Officer was the strictest disciplinarian I
had met during my time in service, as well as being the man with
the largest girth. Amateur boxing was his pet hobby, and he
promised a 48 hour pass for anyone who would appear in his
boxing show. Sassoon volunteered to take part, and when it was
over his only worry was that his face had not been badly marked
so as to spoil his good looks. 

Ivor Clements

Ed. - Have you served alongside any famous faces? Let us know via
the contact details on the right.

Volcanic views
In 1955 I was stationed
at Middle East
Command HQ in Aden
on the Arabian
Peninsula. Our HQ
accommodation on
‘Barrack Hill’ was a
large room with 40
beds around its perimeter. So at night,
to escape the snores, I would climb alone up the extinct
Sham-Sham volcano in the dark to sleep with the moon on its
summit and look straight down on the city harbour, with the
lights from the huge passenger ships so tiny in the distance. My
duties included visiting those P&O cruise ships to provide
currency exchange for tourists between the UK and Australia,
with visits to RAF Steamer Point, Khormaksar, Ryan, Masirah,
Salalah and Sharjah. During 12 months at RAF Sharjah we also
occasionally made the 20 mile road trip to Dubai for shopping;
long before the advent of the airport they now have, and its
identifying ‘attraction’ then was its market.

Phil Harris

To comment in or contribute to Air Mail please email
airmail@rafa.org.uk. Alternatively, write to Annie O’Brian,
Editor, Air Mail, RAF Association, Atlas House, Wembley Road,
Leicester, LE1 3UT. Your correspondence should be clearly
marked FOR PUBLICATION. The editor’s decision on inclusion
is final, and longer letters may be abridged due to limited
space. Only submissions made by email will be
acknowledged before publication.  

© Arthur Steel Charles Thompson’s painting of the day he saw the Lockheed U-2. © Charles Thompson
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Above: Military personnel from all three services have been granted permission
to march in uniform in the London Pride event since 2014. 2019 marks 20 years
since the ban on gay people serving was lifted. © MOD/Crown 2014. 

Right: Air Marshal Sir Baz North:
looking forward to a strong and
supportive Association. ©Phil Greig

Message from our President

I welcomed the publication of ‘The Wigston Review’ in July this
year. Formally known as the MOD Review on Inappropriate
Behaviours, it rightly celebrates the professionalism, courage
and determination of the majority of the 250,000 military and
civilian personnel involved in all our armed forces. It was
commissioned to shine a light on “inappropriate behaviour …
which harms people, the teams they serve in and, ultimately,
operational output.” These issues are ones which we need to be
aware of in our Association.

I agree wholeheartedly with the report’s findings: “Culture and
performance is not a trade-off; tackling inappropriate behaviour is
performance-enhancing for Defence, as well as the right thing to do.”
The RAF is already a Stonewall Top 100 employer. Its Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, Transgender and Queer (LGBTQ+) Deputy Advocate Air
Commodore  Tony Keeling said this year: “It is a time to reflect on
what more we in the privileged position of command can do to
support the LGBTQ+ community, regardless of whether those
individuals are part of the whole force or within service families”. 

As a member of the Association, and especially as your President, it is
my duty to uphold and to advocate the RAF’s and our own values.
Consequently, I am very proud that we re-posted Air Commodore
Keeling’s message on our social media. Of course LGBTQ+ issues are
just one of many areas where people experience discrimination. The
ethos of our Association – its acceptance of, and support for, all
members of the RAF family - means that all equal opportunities
issues are important parts of good citizenship and moral leadership,
sitting alongside issues such as improving our governance and our
accountability.

Our own code of conduct has been warmly welcomed across the

Association since it was
launched in 2018. Therefore,
when I was sent an
anonymous and highly
discriminatory letter that expressed views that were wildly contra to
our ethos, my first thought was one of extreme disappointment that
any member of our Association should hold such views.
Unfortunately, the author is one of an increasing, but small, number
in our midst who are not following our Association’s code nor
accepting the assistance and training to help them follow the three
charity commissions’ governance and our nation’s laws. Such views
and actions damage the vast majority of Association members’
attempts to grow our Association and to provide the best quality
help for those who need support. I encourage all members to stand
firm against any kind of intolerance, and against behaviour that is
not aligned to our legal and governance duties. 

As autumn and winter approach, I am sure that everyone is looking
forward to enjoying the many holidays and festivals that are coming
up. Therefore, however you are spending Christmas, Diwali, Jewish
New Year, Chinese New Year, or any other festival — and no matter
what your religion, gender, age, sexual orientation, marital status, or
whether you are serving or a veteran, have a family or not, are
employed or unemployed and whether you are deployed and on
duty, or at home — I trust that you will have very happy holidays and
find time for a good rest. I look forward to facing a 2020 that sees us
strong and supportive of each other, and able to achieve great things
through our Association.

Air Marshal Sir Baz North
President of the RAF Association                                                                     A
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NEWS Updates and information for members and the wider RAF family

Prime Minister Boris Johnson (right) and Secretary of State for Defence Ben
Wallace MP (centre) onboard a Vanguard class SSBN at HM Naval Base Clyde
in July on the day they announced the new Office for Veterans’ Affairs 
© MOD/Crown 2019

Boris Johnson announced a new Office for Veterans’ Affairs
(OVA) in July. It will co-ordinate all functions of government to
ensure that when Armed Forces personnel leave service, they
are looked after in the manner they deserve. 

10 Downing Street said: “This is the first time that veterans’ affairs will
be overseen by dedicated ministers in the Cabinet Office. Johnny
Mercer has been appointed Minister for Defence People and
Veterans. That role will be a joint Ministry of Defence and Cabinet
Office position, to allow the minister to direct the work of the new
OVA. He will work closely with Minister for the Cabinet Office, Oliver
Dowden. The two ministers will share responsibility for veterans’
affairs”.

The OVA will work with government departments on veterans’
welfare, spanning mental and physical health, education and
employment. The head of the Office for Veterans’ Affairs will report
jointly to both ministers.

In addition, Oliver Dowden will jointly chair the Ministerial Covenant
and Veterans’ Board with the Defence Secretary, to ensure no veteran
is disadvantaged because of their service.

Prime Minister Boris Johnson said: “It is absolutely right that the
government should do all it can to support our armed forces from
the day they enlist and for the rest of their lives. By taking
responsibility for the full gamut of veterans’ civilian lives – from
ensuring they get the medical treatment they require, to further
training and skills after they have transitioned from service to keep
them in good jobs, to targeted interventions to prevent the scourge
of veteran homelessness - our brand new Office for Veterans’ Affairs
will do just that.” A

A pair of talented snooker fans have played longest game ever
recorded – and raised money for the Association.

Sergeant Chris Bullen of RAF Marham and Corporal Joel Pickersgill of
RAF Scampton raised £1,400 by playing continuously for 87 hours
and 47 minutes at the Association’s Gateway Club in Newark,
Nottinghamshire. The two discovered a mutual interest in snooker
while stationed at RAF Odiham eight years ago.

Joel emerged victorious, winning by 118 games to 48. The previous
record for the longest snooker singles marathon was 85 hours, 19
minute and four seconds.

“This was without a doubt the hardest thing I’ve ever done in my life,”
said Joel, “but it was something I planned to do for years, and it’s a
great feeling being a record breaker.”  

Over the course of the ambitious event, 166 consecutive frames
were played and more than 7,000 balls potted. The Guinness World
Record rules allowed Chris and Joel a five minute rest every hour,
which could be accrued to give them comfort breaks. “I have
colleagues and friends who were helped by the RAF Association,”
said Chris, “so we wanted to give something back to 
the charity.”  

Bob MacRae, Chairman of the Association’s Newark and District
Branch, said: “Chris and Joel’s superhuman efforts are hugely
appreciated. We’re thrilled that our members and associated
volunteers could help them to make a little bit of history here using
our snooker table.”                                                                                                A

New office for
veterans' affairs 

RAF duo smash
snooker world
record

Sergeant Chris Bullen (left) and Corporal Joel Pickersgill (right). ©Phil Greig
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fills the
childcare
gap

FIRST STEPS 41

The Association has responded to the critical need for high
quality childcare for serving families by setting up its first 
pre-school nursery. RAFA Kidz Odiham was officially opened
on 30 July by Air Vice-Marshal Chris Elliot, Chief of Staff
Personnel and Air Secretary. 

Help with the children from grandparents, uncles or aunties is not
available for 75 per cent of RAF families. Recent research* shows
that more than 36 per cent of RAF families with children need
access to pre-school childcare. Almost 50 per cent need childcare
for a full working day, and a significant further 10 per cent need it
for ten hours or more a day. To meet this need, the Association has
spent the last two years training the partners of serving RAF
personnel to become registered childminders. Support for parents
is now being extended by managing on-station nurseries.

Air Vice-Marshal Elliot said: “Access to affordable, high-quality
childcare is a key priority for our families, so I am delighted to see
the launch of the new RAFA Kidz childcare service. It is already
making a huge difference for families serving at RAF Odiham.” 

Group Captain Lee Turner, Odiham Station Commander, said: “The
availability of excellent, cost effective childcare is a problem for
many people, whether they are serving or not, but it had become
a particular issue at RAF Odiham. I am delighted that RAFA Kidz is
now offering just that to those who are serving here and that all
profits made will be used to help members of the RAF family.” 

When serving parents send their children to a RAFA Kidz nursery,
they will also be supporting their RAF colleagues. Any surplus
income will be reinvested in the nursery and in RAF activities
delivered by the RAF Association. Popular projects such as free
station wi-fi, Storybook Wings and childminder training will all
benefit.

Sez, a parent who uses the new nursery at RAF Odiham, has
welcomed the new management, particularly the recruitment of a
chef: “It’s been a huge help knowing that my children come home
well fed. As well as making life easier now, it’s helping them get
used to eating food away from home, like they will when they go
to school. I am pleased that all the nursery employees have stayed
on, as the children love them and they clearly love the children.” 

Plans are underway to open more RAFA Kidz nurseries in other
locations in the future.

To find out more about RAFA Kidz visit rafakidz.org.uk

*Sources: RAF’s Community Needs Analysis; RAF Families’ Continuous
Attitude Survey and RAF Families Federation Childcare report. A

1. Air Vice-Marshal Chris Elliot, Chief of Staff Personnel and Air
Secretary, cuts the ribbon at the official opening. 

2. The RAFA Kidz team. “The children love them and they clearly love 
the children.”  

3. Sam Keating (right, and also pictured on our front cover) and his 
sister, Isobel, at the nursery.

4. Delivering high quality childcare. 

All images © Heidi Burton
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Dr Bryan Pattison is chairing the group of
members researching the implications of the One
Charity proposal. Air Mail asked for an update on
what the working group is doing on your behalf. 

“This is a crucial decision in our Association’s history,” Bryan said.
“How can we best deliver our shared vision while meeting the
increasing public expectations of charities: as One Charity or as
many? So, firstly, a huge thank you to all the branches who have
asked questions and commented on the proposals for One Charity
so far.

“The working group has been set up to question all aspects of the
proposal, to make sure there is enough information for all
branches to be able to make informed decisions, to gather the
views from across the Association, and to make recommendations
to Council prior to Conference 2020.

“We have already received detailed responses from many
branches and we are keen to hear more. The issues they have
covered include: property; finance; costs; the role of branch
committees; the impact on branch committees; compliance and
governance; etc. 

More information on its way
“To expand on the original One Charity briefing paper produced
for Conference 2019, the working group has commissioned a
series of fact sheets to give much more detail on each subject
covered. These are living documents that will be updated as we go
through the process and can be found on the Members’ Portal. 

More ways to communicate
“We are also looking at additional ways to gather feedback and
provide updates to members and branches as the working group
examines the comparative intricacies and mechanics of operating
as separate charities or one charity. This will include
communication direct to branch chairmen or branch points of
contact, so keep in touch and read your newsletters and emails
from your branch.

“I welcome everyone’s contributions on this complex and
sometimes emotive issue. We will be feeding back to Council
regularly on your behalf. The Association is in a phase of
rejuvenation and growth and the working group and I will do
everything we can to make sure this continues and that we
continue to deliver the vision that we are rightly so proud of. This
is a decision for Conference in June 2020 and there is no foregone
conclusion on this issue. Please review the information provided
and give us your contribution. I look forward to hearing from your
branch.”

Find out more and have your say:
Find the original briefing notes, timetables and the new fact
sheets on One Charity at rafa.org.uk/portal or from 0800 018
2361. Send your comments preferably by email to
onecharity@rafa.org.uk, or write to the postal address inside the
front cover and mark your envelope One Charity.                             A

Your thoughts on One Charity 

Team Must Dash from the RAF came sixth of 68
teams in the 2019 Red Bull Soap Box Race in
London, while raising awareness and funds for the
RAF Association and other RAF charities. 

Squadron Leader James Lainchbury of the RAF Safety Centre
Oversight and Analysis Team said: “In 2017 we raced down the
track in a Lancaster Bomber soapbox; this year we were in a Red
Arrows inspired speed machine! We are a team of Royal Air Force
engineers and are passionate ambassadors for the next
generation to consider careers in STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics) while raising money for RAF
charities.”  Watch their run at: bit.ly/TeamMustDash A

Safety team’s soap box success

We’ve got exclusive offers and details of new
products from the RAF Association’s supporters
Wilkins & Sons and Appleyard flowers — especially
for Remembrance and Christmas.

Saying it with flowers
Whether you want a personal posy to remember someone special
on 11 November, a beautiful gift delivered to someone far away
this Christmas, or a spectacular display to crown your New Year
celebrations, Appleyard Flowers has the range for you. The online
flower delivery company is donating 10% of the value of all
bouquets ordered by Air Mail readers towards the welfare work of
the Association. Making a difference to people in the RAF family
who need our help couldn’t be easier or more beautifully done. 

Use code: RAFA as many times as you like at
appleyardflowers.com, until 31 December 2019.          

Toast or tipple?
Wilkin & Sons have launched three craft spirits in partnership with
the RAF Association: Tiptree Hurricane Gin, Lancaster Spiced Rum
and Spitfire Vodka. As with their world-renowned jams and their
range of fruit gins, these are created from the finest botanicals and
ingredients — including Tiptree Blood Orange Marmalade in the
spiced rum. A minimum £2 from the sale of each 70cl bottle sold
will be donated to the Association. A perfect gift for the discerning
tippler in your life. 

Find out more and order at: tiptree.com or call 01621 815407
0900-1700 Mon-Fri. Remember to also look out for the ‘Tiptree
RAF trio of jams’ box too – which also raises funds for the
Association’s work and makes a great gift.                                           A

Specially for you

Members of the working group are:

Bryan Pattison (Vice Chairman of Council)
John Cliffe (Chairman of Council)
Brenda Cox (Vice-Chairman South East and Eastern Area /
Melton Mowbray Branch and Club)
Neville Drury (Mablethorpe Branch)
Roy Lobley (Vice-Chairman Wales, Midlands and South
Western Area / Swindon Branch)
Graham Malster (Grimsby and Cleethorpes Branch and Club)
Sir Baz North (Association President)
David Rotherham (Jersey Branch)
Emma Smith (Vice-Chairman Northern Area / Hull Branch)
Ken Watt (Vice-Chairman Scotland and Northern Ireland Area
/ Glasgow Branch)
Nick Bunting (Secretary General)
Vikki Hall (Director of Governance and Risk)
Cate Driscoll (Special Projects Manager)

Bryan Pattison says, “We have
already received detailed
responses from many branches
and we are keen to hear more”. 
© RAF Association

Finest botanicals, some Tiptree Blood Orange Marmalade and £2 per bottle to
the Association – a trio of perfect gifts. © RAF Association

A subtle and beautiful bouquet. © Appleyard Flowers

Right: The team from the Safety Centre at RAF High Wycombe came sixth out 
of 68 in the 2019 London Soap Box race. © Olaf Pignataro/Red Bull Content Pool
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Charity Commission inspires
English and Welsh branches

Inspired to create
“Charities have the potential to model the
leadership that the public expect but are not seeing
in politics or business or other areas of national life,”
said Helen Stephenson CBE, chief executive of the
Charity Commission, speaking in London earlier this
year. “The potential here for charities lies not just in
what they do or whom they help, but how they do it.”  

The Commission is the legal body responsible for registering and
regulating charities in England and Wales: set up to ensure that the
public can support charities (including the Association and
branches) with confidence.

“I truly believe that the public – people
from all walks of life – are longing for
strong, open, moral leadership”, she
continued. “Charities have the
potential to be a source of trust,
reassurance, pride and belonging. To
lead the change we need to see across
society.

“It is important now, and will in my
view become increasingly crucial, that
charities can demonstrate two things: 

•   First, that they are effectively
regulated: that the basic structures of
accountability, transparency
governance, etc are well understood,
complied with, and regulated
against.
•   Second, that charities understand
and respond to public expectations
as to what makes charities special
and distinct from other groups and
institutions in our society.

“The Commission as regulator has a
role, an important role, in helping
charities recognise this, and rise to
the challenge.”

As part of an ongoing programme
of branch support and training,
the Charity Commission was
invited to Atlas House to explain their expectations to English
and Welsh branches, regarding safeguarding, serious incident
reporting and whistleblowing. 

The August meeting saw more than 40 branch committee members,
Area Councillors, and members of Council hear direct from the
regulator about trustees’ duties in these crucial areas.

The Charity Commission stressed that branches are charities and
each branch’s committee members, as trustees of a charity, are
responsible for ensuring their branch meets charity law and protects
their volunteers, beneficiaries and assets. This includes the
requirement for the branch to report any serious issues direct to the
Charity Commission.

The Commission also made it clear that they expect the Association
itself to report as a ‘serious incident’ any issue in a branch that could
have significant wider implication on the organisation’s reputation.
This duty to parallel report (reporting by both branches and the
Association) featured strongly in the question and answer session at
the end of the presentation.

Find more information about the responsibilities of your branch
committee (trustees) by searching online for:

•   The Charity Commission (for members and branches in England
and Wales)
•   OSCR (The Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator) for members
and branches in Scotland
•   or the Charity Commission for Northern Ireland

Read the full transcript of Helen Stephenson’s speech here: 
bit.ly/HelenStephenson A

Exclusive glass artworks are now on sale to raise funds for the
Association. The coasters and framed pictures show a Spitfire
silhouette and have been handmade from kiln-formed glass by
Derbyshire-based artist Dawn Turner.

Dawn is inspired by the memory of two close family members who
served in the RAF. Her grandfather was an electrician in the Second
World War. Her brother, Corporal Kevin Turner, was a highly-skilled
airframe and propulsion technician. Kevin lost his life at the age of
24, when flying in a vintage Gloster Meteor T Mk7 which was
involved in a mid-air collision.

Dawn has also recently created works based on WWI ‘death pennies’
(next of kin memorial plaques) at The Erewash Museum in Ilkeston,
and community works for Remembrance in 2018. For the 80th

anniversary of the Battle of Britain in 2020, she is thinking bigger: “If I
can find a way, it will involve a ground display of poppies in the
shape of a Spitfire.... and, oh! how I would love to see this across the
country.”

After seeing Dawn’s coasters at the RAF Association headquarters, Air
Chief Marshal Sir Stephen and Lady Hillier commissioned her to work
with the Association to make artwork for senior delegations of
overseas military personnel at the Royal International Air Tattoo this
July. Those showed a Spitfire and an F-35B Lightning and were
Dawn’s tribute both to the vintage aircraft that her grandfather and
brother loved so much, and to the RAF’s latest advanced aircraft.

Order Spitfire glassworks from rafa.org.uk/shop or call 0800 018
2361. More on Dawn’s work at dawnturnerdesigns.co.uk   A

Owain’s pocket money donation
The Association recently received a generous donation of £1.50 from
ten-year-old Owain Davies, posted in a red envelope on which he had
drawn the RAF roundel.

“I sent the donation because I feel the Association could use the money
to help the troops,” said Owain, “I know it wasn't much, but it all adds up. 

“I would love to be in the RAF when I’m older, and would like to be a
fighter pilot in a Typhoon because it’s my favourite aircraft – and a really
cool job!” 

As a thank-you, the Association sent Owain a few RAF-themed items to
enjoy. “I was thankful and happy when I got the parcel, but I didn't
expect it”, he said. “I’m just proud that my money has 
helped those who served our country.” A

Left: The Charity 
Commission’s chief executive,
Helen Stephenson. 
© Charity Commission

Below: More than 
40 branch committee
members, Area Councillors,
and members of Council met
in Leicester to hear direct from
the regulator about trustees’
duties. 
© Charity Commission

1. Unique, glass Spitfire coasters and images
being made for the Association in Dawn
Turner’s workshop kiln. © Dawn Turner Designs

2. One of the finished framed glassworks. 
© RAF Association

3. Artwork in the Erewash Museum – 
inspired by WWI ‘death pennies’. 
© Dawn Turner Designs

Owain enjoying his thank-you parcel. © Judy Davies
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New way to attend Annual Conference
Bookings for Annual Conference 2020 are now open and, for the first time, a
‘non residential attendance’ option is available for £100.

The event will be held at the Grand Hotel, Blackpool from 26-28 June 2020. A key
part of the discussions will be the One Charity debate on Saturday. There will be
plenty of opportunities to reconnect with friends throughout the weekend and
particularly at the gala dinner on Saturday evening. On Sunday, the Association is
planning to take part in the local Armed Forces Day celebrations at the Blackpool
Cenotaph. While only branch delegates can vote during Conference business, all
members are warmly welcomed to attend the whole event.

Date: 26 to 28 June 2020
Location: Grand Hotel Blackpool, North Promenade Sea Front, Blackpool, FY1 2JQ

Details: 
Friday 26 June: Arrival from 3pm. Informal social evening from 6pm. 
Saturday 27 June: Conference will start at 9am. Due to the success of the 
Gala Awards Dinner in 2019, the Association will be hosting a similar dinner on
Saturday evening.
Sunday 28 June: Sunday service/Armed Forces Day celebrations

Costs:
Residential Attendance – two nights’ accommodation (Friday and Saturday),
breakfast and lunch on Saturday and Sunday and evening meals on Friday and
Saturday. The Saturday evening meal will be a three course gala dinner. Tea and
coffee over the weekend is also included.
Single: £252     Double: £333

Non-Residential Attendance: £100 (includes Saturday lunch and refreshments,
Gala Dinner and Sunday lunch/ refreshments) 

Booking and further information here: rafa.org.uk/annual-conference A

New welfare teams are now in place, following the restructure of
the Association’s welfare delivery service for England and Wales.

To ensure the Association can deliver a needs-led, effective and
efficient welfare service, Council made the strategic decision to move
from seven Area welfare offices to three Regional Welfare offices.
These have been up-and-running since early September, with highly
skilled people in place to co-ordinate welfare support for the
Association’s beneficiaries. 

Demand for the Association’s welfare support service is constantly
increasing. To ensure that we are fit and ready for the future, we are
very happy to welcome some new and some familiar faces to the
restructured teams. We also sincerely thank the staff who are leaving
the Association for their hard work and dedication. 

A Regional Welfare Manager at each office is organising all aspects of
welfare delivery for their region. Two Welfare Support Officers, a
Volunteer Cluster Officer and two Regional Welfare Administrators
complete the teams at each office.

A separate review is in progress for the Association’s Scotland,
Northern Ireland, European and overseas areas.

The three Regional Welfare offices are:

Welfare Region East, based at the Association’s HQ in Leicester.
Regional Welfare Manager: Di Jones.
Contact: WRE@rafa.org.uk or 0116 464 8565. 

Welfare Region North, based at the Wings Centre in Preston.
Regional Welfare Manager: Philip Hulme.
Contact: WRN@rafa.org.uk or 01772 598 393. 

Welfare Region West, based at Flowerdown House Hotel, 
Weston-super-Mare.
Regional Welfare Manager: Barbara Howells.
Contact: WRW@rafa.org.uk or 01934 313110.  A

On July 26, Air Chief Marshal Sir Stephen Hillier stepped down
as Chief of the Air Staff (CAS) after three years in command of
the RAF and a total of 39 years distinguished service. 

In a ceremony in front of RAF College Hall, he handed command of
35,000 regular and reserve personnel and 5,000 civil servants and
responsibility for the safe and effective operation of the service to Air
Chief Marshal Mike Wigston. 

Reflecting on the handover, Sir Stephen said:  “I hand over to my
successor, inspired and proud of what we have achieved, confident
of our bright future, and knowing that the Whole Force and RAF
Family will support him in the same exemplary manner as they have
done with me”. 

The ceremony, attended by over 400 guests, included a unique
parade and the handover of the CAS Sword, which bears on its blade
the name of the Chiefs of the Air Staff and the year they took office.

As a retirement gift, Sir Stephen also received a hand-made walking
stick from veteran and craftsman David Roberts, complete with RAF
crest. “I like walking,” Sir Stephen said, “so I can see I’m going to put
this to really good use.” Sir Stephen’s involvement with the

Association will also continue, having accepted a role as Life Vice-
President at Conference A

The Femmes, topping off the hugely popular gala dinner event
at Annual Conference 2019. ©Heidi Burton

Right: Sir Stephen with his bespoke walking stick, a retirement gift for
future walking holidays. © David Roberts  

Above: Air Chief Marshal Sir Stephen
Hillier handed over the post of Chief
of the Air Staff to Air Chief Marshal
Mike Wigston @ MOD/Crown 2019

A chance to renew old RAF friendships and meet other
members from across the UK and the world. ©Heidi Burton

New welfare teams - ready for the future 

New and familiar faces eager to take the Association’s welfare delivery forward. 
© Phil Greig

WHEN WAS YOUR LAST HOLIDAY?
RAF veterans don’t always get the break they deserve. 

Call Rothbury House, Northumberland on 01669 620 235 or email 
rothbury@rafa.org.uk and book your escape to the country today.

         

All change at the top
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More than £16,000 was raised for Association during its
second ‘RAFA Rides: Rutland’ cycling event in June. Conceived
and championed by Association Ambassador Air Vice-
Marshal Gary Waterfall and with en-route refuelling provided
by volunteers from 3 Mobile Catering Squadron based at RAF
Wittering, the ride raised funds for the Association’s
befriending service.

107 participants tackled 33, 70 or 100 mile routes — through
Rutland and neighbouring counties —  and finished up at cyclists’
haven, Café Ventoux.  A further 61 took part from overseas RAF
bases around the world.

Among the participants in Rutland was veteran and Association
member Mike Fox. In 1984 Mike, then an armourer at RAF Marham,
was involved in a serious motorbike accident. He was told he’d
never walk again or move his arm and that his right arm and leg
would have to be amputated. Then Mike was transferred to RAF
Hospital Ely where a different approach to treatment was taken; he
recovered and continued to serve until 2005. In 2012 he moved to
Cumbria and joined Cockermouth Branch.

“I took up fell walking, completing the 214 Wainwrights in June
2018 — all using a leg that I was told I would never walk on again.
In August 2014 I took up road cycling with the purpose of
strengthening my knee so I could walk the fells more easily. I have
however discovered a love of cycling, particularly in Cumbria,
recently clocking up my 10,000th mile”.

Bookings are now open for the RAFA Rides 2020 event on 
13 June 2020. Beginners, intermediate, advanced and, again,
virtual riders can sign up at rafa.org.uk/rafa-rides.

See our recipe on page 58 for a delicious energy bar from 
3 Mobile Catering Squadron - perfect for long distance cyclists. A

In June, Flight Lieutenant Kenneth Souter
celebrated his 100th birthday. During his
time with the RAF Kenneth was a test pilot
and flew Spitfires and Hurricanes, the latter in
the western desert during WWII where he
survived two crashes. He then went on to fly
Lincolns and Lancasters. After the war
Kenneth flew Lancasters converted for civil
use, and acted as personal pilot to the head
of the McAlpine family; civil contractors for
the MOD. Kenneth was also the lead
Lancaster pilot for the making of The
Dambusters film.

Helping Kenneth to celebrate his birthday
were the Association’s Director of
Membership Group Captain Del Rowlands,
Chief Executive of the Haig Housing Trust
Brigadier James Richardson and local Mayor
Janice Howard.
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Top right: Lincolnshire’s bikers test their machines on the runway at RAF
Waddington © MOD/Crown 2019

Bottom right: Sir Baz North starts the track day. © MOD/Crown 2019.

Ken Souter (left) and Group Captain Del Rowlands, the Association’s Director of Membership. 
© AcutePix for Haig Housing

The esteemed practice of bearing a standard has been given a
boost with the announcement of a new trophy to recognise the
best in the Association.

The John Kirkpatrick Trophy will be first inscribed with the name of
the winner of the 2019 Association Standard Bearer competition,
Shawn Marston of Shrewsbury and District Branch. It will then be
awarded every three years, after the Association’s standard bearer
competition takes place.

The late John Kirkpatrick MBE was the Association Standard Bearer for
27 years. He was born in County Fermanagh, Northern Ireland and
was the eldest of four children. In 1961 he joined the RAF Police and
worked as a dog handler in England, Germany and Libya. After nine
years’ RAF service John spent some time working in Ballylumford
Power Station at Islandmagee and with the Rhodesian Iron and Steel
Company in Zimbabwe. When he returned to Northern Ireland he
worked at Larne Harbour until his retirement in 2006.

In 1983 John joined the Larne Branch of the Royal Air Forces

Association and was its chairman for 34 years. He was also Northern
Ireland Regional Chairman for four years. In 2009 John was awarded
an MBE ‘For welfare services to the Royal Air Forces Association.’

The work of branch standard bearers can be regularly seen in Branch
News (pages 34-41). From the most youthful to the most
experienced, their representation of the Association at formal events
helps remember the lives and service of RAF personnel, and provides
the rallying point for every branch. They can trace their Association
and RAF history back to the early 1940s; but the history of standards
carried by military organisations stretches back more than 5,000
years, through the Middle Ages and Roman armies to ancient
Egyptian civilisations.

The largest known recent massed standards of RAF Association have
been at the Association’s celebration of 100 years of the RAF in May
2018, where 62 gathered at the National Memorial Arboretum
(above), and at the Birmingham International Tattoo, also in RAF100
year, where there were more than 40. A

New standard bearer trophy

Lincolnshire motorcycle riders opened their throttles down
the runway at RAF Waddington and raised £2,000 for the RAF
Association.

2503 Royal Auxillary Air Force Regiment Squadron organised the
fundraiser to support the work of a range of RAF charities and
invited civilian motorcyclists to take part — without having to worry
about anything as troubling as a speed limit.

The funds raised were presented to Air Marshal Sir Baz North,
President of the RAF Association and Honorary Air Commodore of
the RAuxAF Squadron at their 40th anniversary dinner. Sir Baz had
earlier waved the chequered flag to kick off the event. A

Need for speed
100th Birthday

RAFA Rides: Rutland

Inset: 107 riders set off on RAFA Rides: Rutland in June. They were joined by 
61 virtual cyclists who fundraised from RAF bases around the world
©yourdigitalmemories.co.uk

Main: Active types: 100 miles through glorious countryside is no problem.  
© yourdigitalmemories.co.uk
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Familiar face at Dowding Heartfelt thank yous 
as Richard Peck House
closes

The new manager of Dowding
House sheltered housing
scheme is looking forward to
forging lasting links with the
local community after
returning to her childhood
town. 

Kim Wregg is originally from
Moffat, Scotland, but spent
several years working for a
holiday firm in Suffolk, England.
She has returned to Dumfries 
and Galloway because she
missed the place and its
people. 

Dowding House is one of four retirement complexes owned by
the Assocation, all of which are home to retired RAF personnel,
their spouses, widows and widowers. 

Kim said: “There’s always something going on here; we’ve got a
teddy bear’s picnic planned in our beautiful gardens and more.
We’d love it if local people would join in.”

“The history of this lovely building has always interested me,” said
Kim, “and it’s wonderful that the RAF Association took it on after it
fell into disrepair in the 1980s. They have transformed it into a
place that veterans can be proud to call their home.” 

The property houses up to 35 tenants in its 26 flats, who come
from a variety of RAF backgrounds and different parts of the
country. 

For more information about all the Association’s retirement
accommodation visit: rafa.org.uk/retirement-accommodation
or call the Customer Care Team on 0800 018 2361.                          A

After 61 years providing seaside breaks, rest and recuperation
for serving and veteran RAF personnel, Richard Peck House
hotel closed as part of the Association’s 2018/19 welfare
review. The last guests left at the end of July.

Opened in February 1958 in Lytham St Annes, Lancashire, it was
the Association’s first convalescent and respite home. It was
named in honour of Air Marshal Sir Richard Peck, who was
President of the Association in 1949.

A letter from a guest in 1989 said: “It was my good fortune to be
given a period of convalescence at Richard Peck House after major
surgery. I have returned home feeling much better and, of course,
will be forever grateful to the RAF Association.”

The hotel could not have provided so many happy memories for
so many guests without the dedication and commitment of its
employees.

The Association's heartfelt thanks go to the team at Richard Peck
house who marked the closing of the hotel at the end of July.
Their dedication and service was of great comfort and support to
the thousands of guests and members who stayed there over the
years. Many employees had worked at the hotel for decades and
the Association thanks them and wishes them all well for the
future.  

Our thanks go to: 
Care team:  Amanda Rimell, Amanda Powney, Barbara Byrne,
Kenneth Rigby, Lisa Leatham, Magdalene Curran, Margaret
Fishwick, Mary Ellinor, Richard Panek, Robert Luke, Stephen
Warde, Teresa Lynch, Victoria Lamb, Zella Hughes. 
Housekeeping and kitchen team: Angela Clarke, Carl Dale,
Carole Rigby, John Moorhouse, Mark Perry. 
Management, reception and finance: Catherine McFarlane,
Deborah Burrow, Deborah Wills.                                                           A

If you are thinking about a posting to Wales and want some
help, then look no further.

The RAF Families Federation is introducing a range of briefing
notes. The first covers what it’s like to be an RAF family living 
in Wales.

Moving to a new area can be daunting, especially if you don’t have
family and friends nearby. Moving to Wales can present challenges
as well as the benefits. It has a devolved administration with its
own Assembly and Government as well as the UK Parliament. So
there are differences in education, housing and healthcare
systems, and a very strong Welsh language, heritage and culture.
Understanding and embracing these differences — and
encouraging your children to do so — will help make your move
as smooth as possible.

The downloadable paper, available from their website, guides you
through all you need to think about if you are considering a
posting to Wales. Not only is there the language (our headline
means ‘with the help of a friend’), but you can also look at the
essentials regarding housing, health and education before you go.

There is a huge amount of support for the armed forces in Wales.
The Welsh Government has embraced the Armed Forces Covenant
and worked hard to ensure it is recognised and adhered to so that
no personnel or their families are disadvantaged. The Welsh
Armed Forces Expert Group meets every six months to raise issues
that may be affecting serving personnel and their families.

Find the briefing notes at: bit.ly/LivingInWales                               A

Kim Wregg, returning to her home
town as manager of Dowding House. 
© RAF Association

Richard Peck House – provided seaside breaks, rest and recuperation for
thousands of former RAF personnel for 61 years. © Phil Greig

Below: Clear and helpful – the range of new briefing notes for RAF families
considering postings. © RAF Families Federation

Above: A welcome home at RAF Valley. © MOD/Crown

Gyda chymorth cyfaill!
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For many of the visitors and volunteers at the Association’s
Wings Centre in Preston, its monthly lunch club is a vital part of
their social lives.

“My husband Tony is a veteran, and we look forward to seeing our
friends Vernon, Dougie and the others” said lunch club regular
Susan Sweeney. “It builds a sense of community among us all. Tony
and I have two grown-up children, but with one out of the country
and the other working full-time it’s good that they know we have
plenty to keep ourselves active and sociable, and that we’re in safe
hands here.” 

Association member Jacqueline Ralph often helps out, serving the
meals at the lunch club. It’s been a lifeline for the regular volunteer.

“I was in a bad situation for a while,” she explains, “and wasn’t leaving
the house or meeting people. The Wings Centre got in touch and
asked if I could help out a few hours a week. I got really involved
with the lunch club, and it’s given me a purpose in my life… it gives
us volunteers the chance to make sure the people who come here
are safe and well. If they need support, we can sit and talk with
them. It makes all the difference to them, and it’s made a difference
to me, too. You would hardly recognise the person I was before I
started volunteering here.” 

The Preston Wings Centre is based at 82/83 Fishergate. The lunch
club is on the last Tuesday of each month.                                                A

Come dine with me

More than 600 bath ducks were released into the Brayford
River this summer when RAF Association Liaison Officers from
RAF Waddington held their second annual duck race. 

The town’s Deputy Mayor and RAF personnel headed by Sergeant 
Si Sargeson provided a countdown to the start. The Lincoln Sea
Cadets ensured some much needed ‘flow’, assisting ducks down the
canal and herding the rogue elements that tried to escape behind
moored boats. The event drew a large crowd who loudly encouraged
the aquatic quackers on their journey, and raised over £1,400 for 
the Association.

Volunteers also spent time speaking to the public and promoting
both the RAF and the Association.      A

Above: Susan Sweeney and Vernon Kendall following another satisfying meal
served up by Jacqueline Ralph (below with delicious pie). © RAF Association

Ducks take the plunge 

Lincoln Sea Cadets prepare to help RAF Association ducks 
down the river at the start of the 2019 Lincoln duck race. 
Photograph courtesy of the Lincolnshire Echo / Lincolnshire Live.

Members of Wisbech Branch attended the RAF Association’s 2019
Remembrance Service for the first time this June – to remember
their late Club President Daryle Bullingham. They joined more
than 300 others who had been invited to remember close friends
and loved ones commemorated in the Association’s
Remembrance Garden.

The RAF Association organises a memorial service every June at our
Remembrance Garden and invites relatives and friends of individuals,
branches and other organisations commemorated there.  A short
service, music from the RAFA Concert Band and, where possible, a fly
past, all help people left behind to celebrate the lives of their special
friends and family. Among them were Pam Harley, widow of
previous Wisbech Club President Ivor.

“Daryle was a one-off. I shall never forget him. From the
moment he first walked into our club and said ‘g’day’, he
brought new life to the place,” recalls Pam, his friend and
former employee.

Daryle, who died in 2017, became President of the De
Havilland Club in Wisbech in 2014, after he moved to
the UK from Australia. 

As well as revitalising the club, he also volunteered
as a welfare officer and Wings Appeal co-ordinator
for the branch. Following his death, the branch
committee decided to raise the £500 needed to
pay for a memorial stone to place at the
Association’s Remembrance Garden at the National
Memorial Arboretum.

Ian Gray, Treasurer of the Wisbech Branch Club, said:
“Daryle was the heart and soul of our local club, and
we wanted to do something to pay our respects to
him. The committee raised the money for the
memorial stone by organising a music event, and this
is the first time we’ve all visited to see it. It’s beautiful
here, and we’ll definitely be coming back to pay our
respects again in future.”                                                    A

A beautiful place to remember a 
‘one off’ club president

Right: Daryle’s good friend, Emma Denton (right), with Pam Harley 
after this year’s annual service at the RAF Association’s Memorial 
Garden in the National Memorial Arboretum. © Phil  Greig
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Chance to fly in 2020

Veteran’s Valley visit

Applications are now open for young people who want to be in
with a chance to learn to fly in 2020, at rafa.org.uk/flying-
scholarships. In 2019 eleven exceptional young people were
awarded a flying scholarship, including one 35-hour course
and ten 12-hour courses. 

Officer Cadet Maleha Khan, who is currently studying Aeronautics
and Astronautics Engineering at Southampton University and
wants to become an astronaut, won a 12-hour scholarship. She
said: “I’m the first person in my family, all of whom are doctors, to
take an interest in flying.”

Del Rowlands, Director of Membership at the Association said:
“Our flying scholarship programme is run annually as a thank you
to members of the RAF Air Cadets, and the Air Cadet Organisation,
which includes the Air Training Corps, the Combined Cadet Force
(RAF), Girls Venture Corps Air Cadets and Air Scouts/Air Explorer
Scouts. They give us their continuous support for fundraising and
in so many other areas.”

Applicants must have served at least 12 months with one of the
organisations above by 1 January 2020. Applicants must also be at
least 16 years old on 1 June 2020 and under 20 on 1 January 2020. 
Applications opened in September this year and close on 31
January 2020. Full terms and conditions and application forms can
be downloaded from rafa.org.uk/flying-scholarships.

If RAF Association branches are interested in sponsoring the flying
scholarship programme after 2020, please get in touch with
membership@rafa.org.uk. 

Video and stories of successful flying 
scholars can be seen on 
rafa.org.uk/flying-scholarships. A

Earlier this year the Association’s Rhyl and Abergele Branch
contacted RAF Valley to arrange a special visit for their former
chairman and WW2 veteran Phil Hawkins. Phil, who has been a
member since the 1940s, had been stationed at RAF Valley in
1944 when it was occupied by the United States Army Air Force.

Squadron Leader Dave Williams at RAF Valley said: “It was great to
show Phil around, and we were able to re-kindle a few memories
for him. The base has changed a great deal since those days, but
we think we were able to pin-point where Phil worked from one of
his old photographs.”

Phil was just 19 years old in 1944 and undergoing bomber aircrew
training when his entire course was told to re-muster as the RAF
didn’t need as many aircrew. He was sent to RAF Valley to work in
supply and logistics. He recalled good relations between the RAF
and USAAF, and enjoyed seeing Glenn Miller and his orchestra
playing one of the last concerts before the bandleader’s
disappearance in 1944. He also remembers seeing actors David
Niven (an officer in the British Army) and Clark Gable (USAAF
aircrew) as they passed through.                                                         A

Serving parents at RAF Benson have benefitted from specialist
support thanks to a three year grant from the Association.

The grant funds practical support by OXPIP, an Oxfordshire charity
specialising in parent and infant support.

“Whether serving or not, many parents ask for help for a variety of
reasons, including postnatal depression, a baby that struggles to
sleep or feed, anxieties about parenthood or a difficult birth
experience”, said Rory O’Connor, Director of Welfare and Policy at
the Association. “There may also be issues from the parents’ past or
from the transition to parenthood which affect the relationships
now they are parents themselves. Forces parents, who may not
have extended family nearby to help out, find these circumstances
particularly difficult.”

When asked to evaluate the impact of OXPIP’s service, one mother
described it as very helpful and, in particular, that her relationship with
her child had improved completely. As she put it, OXPIP’s therapist:
“helped me rationalise and make sense of my feelings and anxieties…
helped me considerably with a very stressful time in my life”.

Thanking the RAF Association for their support, Anne Thorne,
Executive Director of OXPIP said: “This has been a very successful
partnership to date. OXPIP's Benson project ethos supports the
Association's whole family approach, recognising and seeking to
address the many complex challenges faced by serving personnel
today.”

The Association is now planning to extend this type of support to
other areas of the UK.  A

Above: Cadet Flight Sergeant Joe Stevens during his 12-hour scholarship
sponsored by MBDA. ©South Warwickshire Flying School

Air Cadet Allan Haddow, winner of a 12-hour scholarship

Right: Officer Cadet Maleha Khan with
Air Vice-Marshall Sean Bell from the
Aviation Focus Group, which sponsored
her 12-hour scholarship in 2019.
©Heidi Burton

Phil Hawkins at RAF Valley. ©MOD/Crown

Strong parent child relationships
can be supported through the
Association’s Storybook Wings
Programme (pictured) as well as by
funding projects such as OXPIP’s
parental support. © Phil Greig

Three year grant supports serving parents

This flying scholarship is
a fantastic opportunity
and I couldn’t wait to get
in the air

“ “
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“My dad’s standing next to your dad!”
Where do you turn when you have just nine
days to move house and need help with
moving costs and buying furniture for your
children? 

Former Royal Air Force dental nurse Liz Laight
was in just such a situation, when a friend
suggested she contact the Association. 
Liz has suffered from fibromyalgia for many
years and has lost several jobs through being
unable to work. 

The condition not only causes her intense pain,
but also fatigue, muscle stiffness and problems
with memory and concentration. She feels she
has more bad days than good ones and
struggles to walk to her local shops. She has
been prescribed strong painkillers, but these
have unpleasant side effects. 

Liz and her son and daughter were living in a
two-bedroomed house, as she was not able to
afford one with a bedroom for everyone. She
said: “I couldn’t ask my children to share a room,
so I slept on a sofa bed in the living room. This
would have been uncomfortable even if I
wasn’t suffering from a chronic pain condition.” 

As she could not afford to privately rent a three-bedroomed house,
Liz had to wait for somewhere suitable to come up with a landlord
willing to take on a tenant receiving housing benefit. Just such a
home did eventually come up and while this was the good news

the family had been waiting for, unfortunately
Liz only had nine days to arrange everything. 

As she had served in the RAF, a friend of Liz’s
suggested she contact the RAF Association to
see if it could help. She is so glad that she did: “I
am used to fending for myself, so it was very
hard for me to ask for help. I felt like I had been
let down by local authority organisations, as
they didn’t have enough resources to help me
and my family, but the RAF Association kept
their word. They brought smiles to my children’s
faces, by helping us move home. I feel very
lucky to have been helped.” 

Ray Bunnage was the Association welfare
volunteer who supported Liz and helped secure
funding from the RAF Benevolent Fund. “I am so
pleased that Liz approached us for support” he
said. “We were able to help with moving costs,
some new flooring and furniture for her
children. Liz has always done her best for her
children, but in this case she needed a little
extra help. That’s what the Association is here 
to do.” 

Liz concluded: “The RAF Association is amazing. They have lifted my
world. Although I am still in a lot of pain, I am a lot happier now
that we have been able to move house.”      A

Australian Tony Vine travelled more than 9,000 miles to meet
Association member Mervyn Thomas, after discovering that
Mervyn was the man standing beside his late father in a
photograph from 1945. 

In late 2018, Tony had been researching his father Ron’s wartime
service with the RAF’s 355 Squadron for a biography he was
working on. In a bid to find more information, he uploaded one of
the few photos of his father in uniform to a website dedicated to
his old squadron. While Tony could point to his father, the identities
of the eight men photographed with him were a mystery.

It wasn’t until November that Tony received a Facebook message
out of the blue from a Lester Thomas. The message asked Tony if he
was the one who had posted the photograph online, and if he was,
the message said, then “my dad’s standing next to your dad!”

Back in the UK, Lester Thomas had also been researching 355
Squadron, which was known for taking out bridges and destroying
the vital transport and communications network the Japanese
used to maintain their war effort in Burma. During this search
Lester had suddenly come face-to-face with a familiar photo,
showing his own father Mervyn and the crew of his B24 Liberator,
stationed in India. Using social media Lester had quickly tracked
Tony down.

Tony booked flights to England and told Lester he was on his way.
Arriving in the snows of the New Year, Tony spent a few days talking
to Mervyn and filling in the many gaps in his knowledge regarding
his father’s wartime exploits. Mervyn also had the same photo of
the crew, but with their names pencilled on the reverse.

“Having the names of the whole crew is just gold,” Tony told the
Newquay Voice, which had sent a journalist out to report on his
journey. “Because the crew changed almost constantly, having the
names has allowed us to pinpoint pretty much when it was taken
and I believe it was taken sometime between January 11-13 1945,
because of who was joining the crew and because of who was
leaving.” Tony and Mervyn managed to reunite the pilots’ two log
books, and Mervyn also found a photo of Tony’s father’s final
mission.

Tony was only able to stay in Cornwall for a few days, but returned
to Australia with more information and photos for his father’s
biography. Mervyn, a Burma Star recipient, is keen for people to
remember that “the war in Burma was being fought, and many lives
lost, long after the war in Europe had ended.” A

Main: The photo which sparked a 9,000 mile journey. Mervyn Thomas 
(back row, far left) standing next to Ron Vine (back row, one from left).
© Mervyn Thomas

Inset: Japanese infrastructure bombed by B24s of Mervyn and Ron’s
355 Squadron. © Crown

Liz and her daughter
Lauren together in their
new home. 
© Heidi Burton

“I am so
pleased that Liz

approached us for
support. She has
always done her

best for her
children, but in

this case she
needed a little

extra help. That’s
what the

Association is here
to do.”

Ray Bunnage, Association
welfare volunteer

“The Association lifted my world”
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20 years ago (1999)

5 Oct: Joint Helicopter Command formed
from the RAF’s Support Helicopter Force,
the Army Air Corps and squadrons from
the Fleet Air Arm.

30 Nov: RAF Laarbruch handed over to
German authorities.

50 years ago (1969)

Oct 1: First Harrier squadron formed at
RAF Wittering, and first Buccaneer
squadron formed at RAF Honington.

Oct 2: The first Nimrod maritime
reconnaissance aircraft enters service. 

Nov 21: Military communications 
satellite Skynet 1A launched into space
from Cape Kennedy.

75 years ago (1944)

Oct 5: First jet fighter shot down in aerial
combat by five RAF Spitfires.

Oct 14: Largest raid of the WW2 carried
out by Bomber Command, with 5,453 tons
of ordnance dropped from 1,576 aircraft
over Germany.

Oct 15: ‘Air Defence of Great Britain’
renamed ‘RAF Fighter Command’.

Nov 6: Biggest loss of RAF lives in a single
incident when a transport ship hit a mine,
killing 233 RAF personnel.

Nov 12: RAF Lancasters attack and sink
the German ship Tirpitz; at the time the
heaviest battleship ever built by a
European navy. 
(See Air Mail Jan-Mar 2018, p.28 for a
member’s memories of this event). 

100 years ago (1919)

Oct 9: RAF Police formed.

Nov 25: ‘Memorandum on the Permanent
Organisation of the Royal Air Force’
establishes the peacetime basis of the RAF.

RAF
Anniversaries

Books

“The Berlin Airlift” 
by John Grehan
Publisher: Pen & Sword Books

On 26 June 1948, the Berlin Airlift began.
Throughout the following thirteen months,
more than 266,600 flights were undertaken
by the men and aircraft from the US, France,
Britain and across the Commonwealth, which
delivered in excess of 2,223,000 tons of food,
fuel and supplies in the greatest airlift in
history.

Berlin was deep inside the Soviet-occupied
region of Germany, and Stalin had decided to
make the Allied hold on West Berlin
untenable by shutting down all the overland
routes used to keep the city supplied. The
choice faced by the Allies was a stark one –
let Berlin fall, or risk war with the Soviets by
breaking the Soviet stranglehold. In a
visionary move, the Allies decided that they
could keep Berlin supplied by flying over the
Soviet blockade.

(See also our piece on the Berlin Air Lift on page
28)

“War Amongst the Clouds” 
by Air Vice-Marshal Hugh 
and Group Captain Chris Granville White
Publisher: Grub Street Books

In this personal account, Hugh Granville
White reflects on his time as a young pilot
with the Royal Flying Corps in France during
the First World War. Hugh flew F.E.2D Scout
aircraft as a reconnaissance patrol pilot aged
just eighteen. In two years he experienced
and survived a series of escapades including
a dramatic mid-air collision with the enemy. 

Told by Hugh in his own words (until 1919,
after which his son Chris continues the story)
he gives a unique insight into war in the air. It
is a story of survival against the odds at a
time when the conduct of air operations
depended so much on individual skills,
innovation, courage – and luck.

Audiobooks
“Spitfire!” 
by Brian Lane
Publisher: Endeavour Waves

One of only a few contemporaneous
autobiographical accounts of the life of a
Battle of Britain Spitfire pilot is now available
as an audiobook.

Brian Lane was an RAF officer, fighter pilot
and author. He was awarded the DFC for
bravery during the evacuation of Dunkirk
and his abilities were recognised in his
promotion to Squadron Leader in 1940. In
December 1942, aged 25, he failed to return
from a mission over the North Sea.

Originally printed in 1942, Spitfire! attempts
to answer the questions of the man on the
street. It includes descriptions of what a
fighter pilot thinks and feels when fighting in
the skies; from the sunlit coast of Belgium to
the countryside of Kent. The character and
bravery of the men he knew and served with
are deftly rendered.

Games
“Ace Combat 7: Skies Unknown”
Certificate 12
Bandai Namco Entertainment

Putting gamers in the cockpit of “the most
advanced war planes ever developed”, Ace
Combat 7: Skies Unknown claims to deliver
a fierce air combat experience through
photorealistic visuals, intense dog-fighting
action, a multitude of authentic and
futuristic aircraft to fly, an immersive
storyline, and even virtual reality (with
PlayStation VR). It offers beautifully
rendered, cloud-filled skies and highly
detailed cityscapes to enhance the sense
of speed and set the stage for the most
engaging aerial battles in the franchise’s 20
year history. In addition, Ace Combat 7 also
claims to have an arsenal of “ultra-modern
weapons” to use against formidable
enemies. PlayStation4 players also get
exclusive missions developed specifically
for the Sony PlayStation Virtual Reality.
Whether you’re a fast jet pilot or an
experienced gamer, let us know if you
agree. A

Gaming – join the club

Gamers across the RAF can now join more
than 500 likeminded personnel thanks to a
new association for video gamers and
esports enthusiasts.  Called the Royal Air
Force Video Gaming & Esports Association
(RAF VGEA) it was set up by RAF
Association member, Wing Commander
Daniel Penter, Officer Commanding No 42
Expeditionary Support (ES) Wing.

A conservative estimate places the number
of gamers in the RAF at around 9000. The
RAF VGEA is a co-operative gaming
environment, run along strict lines.
Behaviour when gaming must meet the
standards of the Royal Air Force ethos and
the regulations for sports activities. 

Anyone serving can search for RAF VGEA
on Twitch, and whole-force RAF members
wishing to join should check the intranet
for their local RAF VGEA representative.

“We clearly all share a love of gaming, but
for the RAF it actually goes much deeper,”
said Wing Commander Penter. “We see the
gaming association as a community and
welfare benefit for our members. It will
draw them out of their bedrooms and into
a social space, even if only in a virtual
environment, so they form friendships and
bonds with other RAF members across the
country.”  

Talks
“Trenchard Lecture: British Universities 
and the Royal Air Force”
Royal Aeronautical Society, London
31 October 2019, 6.30pm

Author Clive Richards will examine the
history of the University Air Squadrons. He
will also consider how policies relating to
these Squadrons were shaped and
presented by the Air Staff in order to meet
its objectives, while at the same time
acknowledging (and where possible,
accommodating) the interests of the
Universities with which it was obliged to
interact.

Tickets are free but pre-booking is
essential. Visit bit.ly/Trenchard or call 020
8205 2266 to book.

“Clash of the Infants, Bombing Red
Petrograd, 1919”
8 November 2019, 12.30pm
Royal Air Force Museum, London

The RAF Museum’s 2019 Lunchtime
Lectures series on The Legacy of the First
World War will conclude with Dr Alastair
Noble, RAF Air Historical Branch, who will
discuss the aims and objectives of RAF
operations against Petrograd and
Kronstadt in 1919 and their impact on the
conflict.

Tickets are free but pre-booking is
essential. Visit bit.ly/Petrograd or call 020
8205 2266 to book. A

Culture Vultures

Some of the RAF VGEA Team on flight simulators. Wing Commander Penter is far right. 
An Overwatch team also competed at Insomnia 65. © MOD/Crown 2019
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The RAF at Omaha beach: 75 years on
D-Day Commemorations

D-Day commemorations took place throughout the summer of
2019. Below we look at some of our members’ contributions to 
these events.

One of the lesser known facts about D-Day is that RAF operational
units landed on the beaches during the assault phase. The advanced
element of 24 Base Defence Sector HQ and 15083 Ground Control
Interception (GCI) unit landed at Gold beach to provide air defence in
the British assault area and advanced elements of 21 base defence
Sector HQ and 15082 GCI unit landed on Omaha beach to provide air
defence for the US assault area. 

The landings at Gold beach went well, but the landings at Omaha
beach were disastrous, with 15082 GCI all but destroyed. Out of 27
vehicles only eight were driven off the beach and the unit suffered ten
killed, one missing, and thirty-six wounded; many seriously. The unit
won four Military crosses, two Military Medals and later on a Croix de
Guerre.

Association member Dr Les Dobinson landed on Omaha beach with
309 Mobile Signals Servicing Unit three days after the initial landing.
He had trained with and knew many of those who were killed and
wounded. After the war Les was dismayed that the story of the RAF
landings on ‘bloody’ Omaha seemed to disappear from the history
books, so set himself the challenge of making sure the RAF personnel
who paid the ultimate price there were remembered. Les’ work
culminated with the erection of a memorial at Vierville sur Mer; the
only RAF memorial in the assault area.

For the 75th anniversary of D-Day the Association of RAF Fighter
Control Officers, with the support of the British Air Attaché in France,
Group Captain Tim Below, organised a commemoration. The
ceremony on June 7 was in two parts, with a joint ceremony with the

US 29th Division led by the Mayor of Vierville followed by a short RAF
ceremony around the memorial.  Les laid wreaths with the Mayor and
Air Marshal Sean Reynolds thanked Les for the work he had done to
keep the story of 15082 GCI and memories of the fallen RAF personnel
alive.

Finally, Les travelled to Bayeux cemetery to lay tributes on the graves
of those airmen who died on Omaha beach.

Readers who are interested in the detailed accounts of 
160 officers and airmen of the Ground Controlled Interception
Units can log on to therafatomahabeach.com to find out 
more. Thank you to R Muggleton for sharing this web link 
with Air Mail. A

Above: Les Dobinson standing under a picture of himself placed on a lamppost.

Copyright: All images © The Association of RAF Fighter Control Officers via 
Mia Kali Thea

Member Cecil Chandler was awarded the Legion d’honneur in recognition of
his ‘acknowledged military engagement and steadfast involvement in the
Liberation of France’ during the D-Day landings. He was a flight engineer on
Stirlings and Lancasters, completing 28 operations. “I was scared every time
except for one” he said, “that was when we were on a raid over Dusseldorf in
Germany and were hit. Two of the men were killed and we were being attacked
by a fighter. I was too busy to be afraid.” ©MOD/Crown

Veteran and Association member Bessie Thomas (right), served as radar
operator for the WAAF during WW2. She would type messages on rice paper to
be given to pilots so they could recognise beacon signals. They would eat their
instructions if captured. ©MOD/Crown

Portsmouth celebrates D-Day 75
D-Day celebrations also took place in Portsmouth at the national commemorative event, with numerous Association members
also in attendance. A

Dr Dobinson by the grave
of Leading Aircraftman
Richard Croxton Parr in
Bayeux War Cemetery.
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Berlin
The With the recent anniversary marking 70 years since the end of

the Berlin Airlift, we take a look at the event through the eyes
of two Association members who were involved and a group
who commemorated the anniversary in Berlin. 

At the end of WW2 Germany was divided into four sectors, Soviet, 
French, British and American. Berlin, though situated in the Soviet
sector, was also divided into four zones. While the Allied zones
were relatively open, the area under Soviet control was guarded
by check points. In 1948 Stalin declared a lockdown of Berlin,
blockading all road and rail links and waterways. With the only
way in or out now being by air, the Allies began a concerted effort
to evacuate personnel and fly-in supplies.

News breaks
In early 1948 Aircraftwoman Whale - now Anselmi - a wireless and
teleprinter operator, reported for duty at Bushey Hall near Watford:

“I was on duty on 26 June 1948 operating a teleprinter when I
heard the clatter of the wireless opening up a channel to transmit
a message. I went to receive it and was surprised when it read ‘TOP
SECRET. AIR COMMODORE'S EYES ONLY’. The message was in code,
so I took it to his office and went back to the wireless cabin. I was
surprised when the Air Commodore, the Commanding Officer and
the Signals Officer then walked in asking who was on duty. ‘Only
me’, I said. They ordered me to stay by the wireless until another
operator could be found, and to immediately relay any messages
to the office. 

“About an hour later a Flight Sergeant arrived. We then spent the
next 24 hours receiving messages and relaying them to all the
transport bases, who were told to be on ‘red alert’ - meaning all
transport aircraft to be fully fuelled and ready for instant take-off. 
“The next day the Flight Sergeant and I were relieved of duty. I was
extremely tired and after getting breakfast went back to my billet.
It was a lovely, sunny morning and as I’d spent so much time in the
wireless cabin I decided to sit outside for a while. I didn’t realise
just how tired I was and soon fell asleep, waking several hours later
with severe sun stroke. I consequently spent two days in the sick
bay and by the time I was well enough to report for duty all the
excitement had calmed down, although things were not exactly
back to normal. We had to keep the lines open in case of any
emergency messages, but at least we could all relax a little.
“Years later, after I’d been demobbed, I received a copy of my
service record with a letter to say I was eligible for a Cold War
Medal. I was also one of the few people entitled to have a bar
across the ribbon with ‘Berlin Airlift’ on it. Although I have never
worn my medal, I am proud of what it signifies.”

A 24 hour job 
Association member Ron Mercer worked on the airlift from
September 1948 to April 1949. Ron, who was 20 at the time, was
an AC1 Fitter working on engines at the former Luftwaffe base at
Wunstorf. While Ron was offered a trip through the corridor into
Berlin, his duties kept him far too busy to accept:

“We had to get a flight airborne every two hours, 24 hours a day”
Ron said. “That involved servicing, refuelling, checking oil, sorting
any problems like faults or oil leaks. We worked on a four shift
system: 8-4 then 24 hours off, then 4-12 and so on. One of the
worst jobs was de-icing the aircraft. Two of us used ‘wands’ to
spray a sweet and sticky liquid from a bowser. It wasn’t nice - not
pleasant when it got on you. We had to climb on the wings to
refuel, and the sticky stuff got all over us. 

“When we first got over there it was just an exercise in feeding
Berlin, but after the first trip to Hanover we saw so much more.
We’d seen bomb damage in England, but the streets in Hanover
were pretty much flattened. Some had black crosses at the end

which meant there
were still bodies
underneath the
rubble. On the road
to Hanover there was
a wide verge, with a
virtually endless
stream of ragged
refugees. The return
flights from the airlift
were full of children
and old people who
needed help. We
certainly got the
feeling they were
much worse off than
us – even though
they had been ‘the
enemy’.

“There were a few
opportunities to relax
though, there was a pub and we used to go to the 
NAAFI and a club in the town when we could get away with it. We
also met Bob Hope and Irving Berlin, who were out there to do a
show.”

70 years on
Earlier this year six RAF veterans, including Association member
Allan Mercado, attended an anniversary service at Tempelhof
Memorial Park to mark 70 years since the end of the Berlin Airlift.
Allan joined the RAF in 1953, and spent part of his service in
maritime reconnaissance searching the North Atlantic, Irish Sea
and Bay of Biscay for Soviet submarines. The five day trip,
organised by the Taxi Charity for Military Veterans, also included
visits to the Brandenburg Gate and Checkpoint Charlie. 

The task of taking often elderly veterans abroad has welfare
considerations of its own. “We hold veterans’ welfare as a very high
priority” said Dick Goodwin, Vice President of the Taxi Charity. “All
the veterans who travelled to Berlin were asked if they wanted a
free carer to accompany them.

“We arranged travel insurance for all veterans, carers and guests to
cover medical treatment and repatriation if necessary. Our
volunteer drivers also play a key part, from accompanying the
veterans at mealtimes, helping them to bed and generally being
there as support for whatever they need. Many of the drivers also
visit the veterans at home, and have become great friends. On
longer trips we also ensure there is support from a medical team
who are the given medical histories of each veteran.”                     A

Above: A Sunderland of 201 Squadron
unloads supplies on the river Havel during
the airlift. © Public Domain

Left: Berlin youngsters near the Tempelhof
Air Force Base play Luftbrucke, or ‘air
bridge’, with toy transport planes landing
and unloading supplies. © U.S. Air Force

Below: Ron Mercer (far left) and team at
RAF Wunstorf. © Ron Mercer

Below left: Handley-Page Hastings at RAF
Wunstorf. © Ron Mercer

Allan Mercado (far right) at Checkpoint Charlie during the 70th anniversary visit.
© Taxi Charity for Military Veterans

Ron Mercer (top) and colleague working on an
engine. © Ron Mercer
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25 years of “such rewarding
and varied work”
Volunteer Pauline Dawson was awarded her long service
badge at a dinner organised by Halifax Branch earlier this
year in recognition of 25 years of selfless work as an
Honorary Welfare Officer for the Association.

Her son currently serves in the armed forces, and her day-to-day
volunteer work for the Association means she often helps older
veterans with welfare needs.

“I’ll be providing support to one or two veterans at any given
time,” says Pauline, “many of them in their 80s or even 90s who
have perhaps lost contact with their own family or friends over
the years.

“With some of them it can take time to build trust, so my role
requires me to be friendly and help them to open up, so I can
learn more about them and find out about their true needs.”
Relying on her bus pass and lifts from friends, Pauline travels
across West Yorkshire meeting former RAF personnel and their
partners, assessing their needs and referring them to appropriate
partnership organisations for support.

As a welfare volunteer she receives regular training on how best
to perform her role, and has most recently attended courses on
spotting the signs of mental health problems.

“You quickly get to recognise the signs that someone may be
suffering in silence,” she explains. “Some veterans can be too
proud to ask for help, or may not know that charities like ours can
offer support.

“Often I’ll recommend somebody visits a local lunch club or food
bank. Other times I’ll put in a call for financial support if it’s
needed. Once, I worked with a local Association branch and
arranged several volunteers to get together to paint a woman’s
house. It’s a wonderful thing to do with my spare time, and such
rewarding and varied work.” A

RAFALO Spotlight: 
Flight Sergeant Michelle Rees-Martin

Flight Sergeant Michelle Rees-Martin has just joined the
Association’s Council as the Service Representative. An RAF
Association Liaison Officer since 1998, she is currently based at
RAF College Cranwell working as Directing Staff on Initial Officer
Training. Michelle tells us a bit about herself, her time in the RAF
and her work for the Association.

Tell us a bit about your RAF career
I joined the RAF as a Supplier in March 1991. Completing Initial
Recruit Training at RAF Swinderby, then Supply Trade Training at RAF
Hereford, I’ve had subsequent postings both at home and abroad and
have completed detachments to the Falkland Islands, Italy, Cyprus,
Bosnia and Afghanistan. I’ve always been keen on raising funds for
charity, and was encouraged to join the Association by my husband,
Wyn, who was an RAF Policeman and a RAFALO.

What RAF Association events have you been 
involved in?
I’ve been involved in charity collections, barbeques, Christmas
markets, and Santa Runs as well as mentoring officer cadets at
numerous charity events. Most recently I’ve been the Project Officer
on our first, very successful, Colour Chaos charity fun run at RAFC
Cranwell which raised an amazing £4,500.

What are you most proud of having achieved as 
a RAFALO?
It was the RAFC Cranwell RAFALO team winning the Lord Tedder
Trophy this year. I’m the Senior RAFALO at RAFC Cranwell and only
have a small team, but they certainly delivered. They’ve been
absolutely amazing in all our fundraising activities and raised in
excess of £19,000 for the Wings Appeal last year. They were also
awarded an Air Officer Commanding Team Commendation in the
Queen’s Birthday Honours List 2019.

What are you looking forward to most about your new role
as Service Representative on Council?
Although relatively new to the role, I’m excited at the prospect of
influencing the Association at a higher level and engaging in strategic
planning. I hope I can put my extensive experience as a RAFALO to
good use.

If you weren’t in the RAF what would you do?
Before I joined the RAF I was a carpet weaver, perhaps I would have
continued in that career path, although I have always wanted to be a
florist — unfortunately I have a very sensitive nose!

Do you have any unusual hobbies or pastimes?
Before joining the RAF I was a county darts player in Warwickshire. My
claim to fame is that I took a leg off the ten-time Women's World
Professional Darts Champion, Trina Gulliver. Although she beat me in
the final leg to win, it’s one of those moments I will never forget.

What’s your favourite book or film?
I love the book Vulcan 607 [about Operation Black Buck, the RAF’s
8,000 mile mission from Ascension to bomb the runway at Port
Stanley in the Falklands], which I read it just before deploying to 
the Falklands. I was also lucky enough to visit the airfield when 
I was there.

If you could take a
holiday anywhere
in the world
where would you
go and why?
I’d love to go to the
Maldives, just me and
Wyn. It looks so
beautiful and
romantic, I just want
to get away from the
hustle and bustle of
everyday life and lie
in the sun doing
nothing. The cold
type of holiday is not
for me!                         A

Pauline at the Association’s 2019 National Conference, second from the left.

Michelle working as the Project Officer on RAFC Cranwell’s first Colour Chaos 
event which raised more than £4,000 in August 2019…. 
© yourdigitalmemories.co.uk

…. And (right) getting stuck in at the Colour Chaos event. 
© yourdigitalmemories.co.uk

Michelle with Mike Smith, Chairman of Cranwell
Branch; there are very close ties between the
station and the branch. © Heidi Burton

I’ll be providing
support to one or
two veterans at
any given time
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On July 11 1943, Canadian Pilot Officer William ‘Ivan’ Mouat was
flying over the Ghent/Neuven area with his Flight Commander,
Flight Lieutenant Matthew 'Paddy' Cameron. Noticing
considerable shipping on Neuzen Canal, the pair – both in
Hawker Typhoons of 198 Squadron – commenced an attack. 

That same afternoon, Oberfeldwebel (Warrant Officer) Xaver
Elllenrieder was flying one of two Focke Wulf 190s from Lille-
Vendeville on the French/Belgian border. A series of RAF incursions
earlier that day had seen Ellenrieder and his comrade, of 8
Staffel/Jagdgeschwader 26 (8th Sqn of Fighter Wing 26), sent up on
a defensive patrol. The two were soon vectored onto a pair of
Typhoons; those flown by Ivan Mouat and Paddy Cameron.

The 198 Squadron Operations Record Book describes events from
when Ivan and Paddy ended their successful attack of the shipping;
only moments before Ellenrider’s arrival:

“As they break off however, No 1 [Paddy] observes two Me 109s [sic]
diving down from 1,000 feet onto No 2 [Ivan] who is still at zero feet.
He tells No 2 to pull up into cloud and, making tight turns to port,
he fires at each from 600yds range in an effort to break up attack-

with some effect. By this time No 2 is climbing rapidly, so No 1
decides to get into cloud himself and he is now only 200 feet 
below cloud base with the Me 109s unfavourably positioned to
stern port quarter and well below. When No 1 is well into cloud, 
at about 3,000 feet, he calls No 2 and receives [an] unintelligible
reply. He calls again with no response, sets course for home, and
lands at 1625 hrs..."

Ellenrieder had managed to get behind Mouat's Typhoon, serial
EJ966, east of Ghent and after a short one-sided battle shot it down.
The aircraft hit the ground just outside the Belgian town of
Zaffelare, but not before the Canadian pilot had bailed out.

Ellenrieder landed back at base to a hero's welcome. He would
survive the war, having shot down 14 aircraft, been wounded in
action once and also injured in an accident.  

Ivan Mouat, five days short of his 23rd birthday, was captured and
made a prisoner of war. His parents, Shetland-born William and Effie
Mouat, had to wait over a month to hear the news of his safe
internment. In May 1945 Ivan was finally liberated and made his 
way home. A

Frederick ‘Larry‘ Larard
Flight Lieutenant Larry Larard flew more than 40 missions with
Bomber Command during the Second World War. “You just got on
with it”, he said. “It was your mates that got you through, nobody else.”

Larry joined the RAF in 1941 aged 17. He trained as an air gunner
and flew in Halifax, Wellington and Lancaster bombers. He
completed 30 missions with 625 Squadron from RAF Kelstern, and
prior to D-Day took part in sorties aimed at taking out German naval
guns near Pegasus Bridge. He made three trips to Arnhem during
Operation Market Garden, flew 14 missions with the Pathfinder
Force, and was awarded the Distinguished Flying Medal.

Larry stayed in the RAF after the war. He worked as an accounts
officer at Innsworth, Waddington, Finningley and in Iraq. Later in life
Larry benefitted from visits by Association befriender Frank
Eglington. Larry died on June 26.

Archie McInnes
Flight Lieutenant Archibald McInnes, one of the last of The Few,
passed away on Wednesday 31 July, shortly after celebrating his
100th birthday.

During the early years of the war, Archie flew Hurricanes with 601
Squadron at Exeter before moving to 238 Squadron at Chilbolton.
He was later stationed in Malta, after travelling on board HMS
Victorious during the hunt for the Bismarck. He lost his left arm after
being shot down in North Africa, and after recovering he returned
to active service with 691 Squadron at Roborough.

RAF Association Secretary General Nick Bunting said, “Archie was a
remarkable airman, who not only fought in the Battle of Britain but
also helped hunt down the Bismarck, and the Association is very
saddened to hear of his passing. Our thoughts are with his family
and friends.”

Freddie Sowrey
Air Marshal Sir Frederick Sowrey flew American Mustang and
Tomahawk fighters during the Second World War, helping to protect
England’s south coast. After completing 200 flying hours, he trained
glider pilots for the D-Day Landings and flew tank-busting missions
against German forces.

Freddie became personal Staff Officer to Air Chief Marshal Sir
Thomas Pike, Chief of the Air Staff, in the early 1960s. Later that
decade he was posted to Aden in Yemen, and was responsible for
the safe withdrawal of thousands of British Forces personnel from
the former colony in 1967.  

On his return to the UK, Freddie became Director of Defence Policy
at the MOD for two years. During the 1970s he served in the senior
positions of Commandant of the National Defence College and
Director General of RAF Training. He was appointed a Knight
Commander of the Order of the Bath in 1978, and retired from the
RAF as an Air Marshal in 1980. 

Freddie, who died aged 96 on 24 July, was Chairman and Life
President of the RAF Historical Society, which he helped to establish,
and President of No 46 Squadron RAF Association. His membership
with the Association lasted 65 years.                                                          A

The RAF at war Remembering: 

Larard, McInnes and Sowrey
By Chris Goss

A German pilot – perhaps 
Oberfeldwebel Xaver Ellenrieder – holds a 
bunch of flowers surrounded by ground crew. 
The date on the back reads ‘11 July 1943’

Archie McInnes at RAF Coningsby, 
February 2019, seated in the simulator. © MOD/Crown

Larry Larrard. 
© Phil Greig

Freddie Sowrey. 
© The Sowrey family archive
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Bangor Branch 
Over summer the branch’s standard bearer Brian Fitzsimons
paraded the Association’s standard at Thiepval, the Ulster Tower,
Guillemont and the Menin Gate. This latter event was attended
by seven coach loads of schoolchildren and a choir from St
Aidan’s Church of England School as well as many adults. Brian
was also photographed with the buglers who bugle every
evening at 8 o’clock; a tradition started on 1 July 1928 to express
the gratitude of the Belgian people to those who lost their lives
defending their country.

Basingstoke Branch 
For the first time, the branch has sponsored a £250 Flying
Scholarship with the Kestrel Gliding Club at RAF Odiham. The
scholarship was open to all serving personnel at RAF Odiham
up to the rank of Senior Aircraftman and Senior Aircraftman
(Tech). The winner was Jessica Williams (pictured) and a
certificate was presented to her by Branch President Air
Commodore Allan Vaughan OBE and the Branch Chairman
Mr Pip Iles BEM at RAF Odiham on 4 June.

Barnstaple and North Devon Branch  
The branch laid wreaths at a commemorative
service at Braunton Church and Braunton
Burrows where there remain some concrete
structures resembling landing craft used by
American forces. During WW2 the American
Assault Training Centre was based in Braunton and
used the flat beaches of Saunton and Woolacombe
for assault training. The wreath laying was followed
by ‘Hartland Remembers’, a commemorative event
in the remote village of Hartland which overlooks
the Bristol Channel and close to the boundary with
Cornwall. An RAF radar station was located there
during WW2.

Beccles and Southwold Branch 
The branch attended Morrisons store in Beccles to
commence this year’s Wings Appeal collection. The
Branch President Brian Vousden said: "This year we have got off to a
good start with our collecting and with the generosity of the staff and
management of Morrisons Beccles, together with their customers, we
have raised the sum of £436. We are very grateful and thank all those
who have donated to our charity.” Photographed are (R –L): Nigel
Stephenson, Store Manager; President Brian Vousden; Jon Randall;
Barbara O'Brien; Dennis Seager; Life Vice-President Bob Honeywood;
Morrisons Beccles champion Louise Springall; and Supervisor
(Tills) Denise Bedson.

Bridport and Lyme Regis Registered Members Group 
The unveiling of a memorial recently took place to recognise the
friendship and sacrifice of the 2nd Battalion, 16th Infantry
Regiment, 1st Infantry Division and others of the 1,000 personnel
of the US Army who were stationed in the Bridport area of Dorset
between November 1943 and May 1944. 119 of them died during
Operation Overlord on 6 June 1944. The branch has also recently
helped Mrs Elaine Tame (pictured) obtain copies of the military
records of her late husband, Wing Commander Fred Tame.
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Caduceus Branch 
Sergeant Craig Short of Defence Medical Services (DMS) Whittington
received his Certificate of Appreciation from Wing Commander Power,
Officer Commanding DMS, following his London Marathon
fundraising efforts. Air Cadet Erin of King Edward VI Grammar School in
Louth, the branch’s adopted squadron, spent time at CAWL carnival in
Grimsby and raised over £150, with cadets from the same squadron
(pictured) also undertaking a sponsored walk on behalf of both the
branch and Sheffield Children’s Hospital. Currently the walk has raised
over £1,300, with the total still to be finalised.

Calne and District Branch 
The branch has set up a monthly drop in centre which opened its
doors on June 3 at the Calne Library. The centre was the initiative of
Geoff Bridgman, the branch’s deputy welfare officer, and his wife
Hilary, an Association befriender. In addition, Citizens Advice hold a
drop in on the first Monday of the month, which has offered a great
opportunity for the branch to work alongside them in the local
community. 

Carlisle and District Branch 
The branch was well represented at the 2019 Armed Forces Day in
Carlisle. Most ex-service organisations were there, together with
military charities and local military museums. The day included a cadet
drill competition between the Air Cadets and Army Cadets, themed
forces music from the Border Concert Band and a ceremonial flag
lowering and march past to end the day. In the photograph is branch
member Squadron Leader John Nichol DFC, pictured with a quarter
scale model of a Hurricane courtesy of RAF Spadeadam. John is one of
the few remaining WWII Hurricane pilots. Pictured with John is Bob
Finlayson, the branch’s secretary and standard bearer.

Carrickfergus Branch 
Stewart Dickson MLA launched Carrickfergus Branch’s 2019 Wings
Appeal in August at Carrick Castle, with branch veterans in attendance.
He asked all citizens of the borough to be generous in their support for
the heroes who helped the United Kingdom secure victory in what
was probably the 20th century’s most important battle for these
Islands – the Battle of Britain. Mr Dickson said: “I was pleased and
delighted to be able to launch the 2019 Wings Appeal and thrilled
when Carrickfergus Branch collected a staggering £50,000 last year.” As
in previous years, the branch will also be having fundraising stalls at
various locations.

Costa Blanca Branch 
In July, branch member Joe Billet was awarded the Légion d´honneur
and made a Chevalier of the Order. When only 17, Joe landed on Gold
Beach as part of the D-Day invasion. The ceremony took place in El
Campello, France, and the medal was presented by Colonel Xavier
Toutain, the French Defence Attaché from the Embassy in Madrid.
Colonel Toutain gave a speech about the history of the Order, followed
by an account of Joe´s military service. Joe replied with a speech
expressing his love of France, emphasising the warm welcome he had
always received from the French at D-Day remembrance ceremonies.

Cranwell Branch 
The branch recently visited RAF College Hall, where members learned
about the College’s paintings, photographs and other items. Paintings
included the sinking of WWII battleship Tirpitz by the RAF. Information
was also available regarding Sir Douglas Bader and Sir Hugh Trenchard.
For the Wings Appeal, members recently fundraised at Sleaford Tesco
store for two days and, for the first time, the National Model Aircraft
Day at RAF Barkston Heath. This was a prelude to another visit in
August where there will be a larger footfall and also the Grantham
Carnival. The branch also attended a flag raising ceremony at the
beginning of the Armed Forces celebration week.
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Falmouth Branch 
The branch’s ‘Second to None’ quiz team were winners of the Annual
Cornwall Region County Quiz. Peter Paice, President of the Cornwall
Region, presented the Winston Pewsey MBE Memorial cup to the
winners at the end of a very enjoyable evening (pictured). Recently,
Falmouth also became the first town in the county to sign the Armed
Forces Covenant, and the Association’s County Chairman for Cornwall,
Lance Smale, was invited to attend as a witness of its signing.

County Fermanagh Branch 
Prior to the D-Day anniversary, a class at
Enniskillen Model School become ‘BBC Young
Reporters’, interviewing Branch President and
former Flight Lieutenant Bill Eames (96) – a past
pupil of the school – about his role in towing a
Horsa glider over Normandy on D-Day. The
feature was broadcast on BBC Newsround and
on local and national radio and television. At the
anniversary event, local veteran Rita Hamilton
(94), a member of the Women's Auxiliary Air
Force, was reunited with one of the RAF staff
cars (pictured) which she drove while stationed
at RAF Castle Archdale.

Diss and District Branch 
The branch decided to revitalise meetings by arranging guest
speakers from the local area, including: Air Marshal Sir Richard
Garwood; Air Vice-Marshal David Murray, Controller of the RAF
Benevolent Fund Norman Gregory; a local museum curator; and a 97
year old Lancaster bomb aimer who spoke about his service and time
as a prisoner of war during WW2. A branch member also gave a
fascinating talk about the 96th Bombardment Group, while another
talked about the disappearance of Malaysian Airlines flight MH370,
and recently, a talk about wills and estate planning. Attendance
and membership have since increased.

Dover and District Branch 
The Association’s South Eastern Area annual lunch
took place at the Dover Marina hotel in July. Long-
serving Branch Secretary Roy Lacy was awarded a
Certificate of Appreciation by the Association for his
work in helping to collect many thousands of
pounds over the past few years. The award was
presented by local singer and songwriter Rebecca
Robinson (pictured).

Fareham Branch
Branch members were privileged to attend the D-Day
75 National Commemoration Event on Wednesday 5
June in Portsmouth, in the presence of Her Majesty
The Queen and the Heads of State of our
Commonwealth, European and American allies. The following
Saturday as a tribute to those who sacrificed everything for our
security in 1944, the branch held a 1940s evening with music and
dancing. Period costume was encouraged, for which there was
enthusiastic support. All proceeds from the event were donated to
Association’s Wings Appeal.  

Haverfordwest Branch 
The branch had a stall at the Haverfordwest Armed Forces Day in June.
Also present were the Royal British Legion and a military vehicle
display which included a U.S. Army jeep and an ex-Russian motorbike
with machine gun carrying sidecar, which created a lot of interest.
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Hythe and Romney Marsh Branch
The branch held a Brew for the Few fundraiser at the home of Bob and
Jen Spinner in Dymchurch. This was very well attended and a good
amount was raised for the Wings Appeal. The branch also held a boot
fair in Hythe to raised money for the appeal. 

Kettering Branch
In June the branch attended a D-Day Event in Rothwell – complete
with street party, stalls and entertainment – organised by the
Desborough and District Royal British Legion. Pam, Helen and
Deborah Kilby ran a stall promoting the Association, Kettering Branch
and all the good things the Association does. The local Mayor was
pleased to see the branch in attendance, and the branch itself hopes
that the day’s work may results in some new members. Over £130 was
raised, and contact with the local Royal British Legion was achieved.

King’s Lyn and District Branch 
The branch paid a visit to the International Bomber Command Centre
in Lincolnshire. The trip was especially poignant for branch member
Richard English, who had been asked by friends in New Zealand and
Australia to place poppies commemorating family members who lost
their lives while serving during the war. The names were identified and
photographs of the event sent to both the families concerned, who
were very grateful to see the names of their long-lost love ones and to
see them being respectfully remembered.

Leek Branch 
In May the branch had a great day visiting RAF Scampton, finishing the
day with a ‘rather nice’ afternoon tea at the Bentley Hotel and spa near
Lincoln. Towards the end of summer the branch also enjoying a
fascinating trip to the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight Visitor Centre at
RAF Coningsby.

Mansfield and District Branch 
Members of the branch attended a well organised Armed Forces Day
event in Mansfield market square. The highlight of the event was a full
size model of a Spitfire which drew much attention from those
attending, and the branch raised £433 for the Wings Appeal. On the
stand next to the branch’s gazebo was a display commemorating the
children who signed up to fight in WW1, and the branch has since had
a very interesting talk about the display at their recent meeting.
Members are continuing to collect for the Wings Appeal, ably
supported by the generous people of Mansfield.
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Moray Branch 
In July the branch said goodbye to its long-standing president Dave
Martin who lost his fight against cancer. Dave worked tirelessly for the
branch, both as president and Wings Co-Ordinator, and will be sadly
missed. A ‘Brew for the Few’ day was also held in the centre of Elgin
(pictured) in July. The day showcased the work of Moray Branch and
the organisations associated with it. Forres Air Cadets and 2622
Squadron Auxiliary RAF also attended, with the latter displaying the
latest equipment used to defend RAF
airfields. The following week the branch,
supported by four RAFALOs, attended
the Aberlour Highland Games and
achieved a significant number of
donations.

Newcastle under Lyme Branch 
During RAF100 celebrations the branch
worked closely with the cadets of 435
Squadron. Members of the branch also
assisted Corporal Cadet Sarah Tune in her
preparations for the London Marathon.
She completed the distance in around
five hours and raised £2,500 for the
Association. Members enjoyed a
barbecue at the cadets’ headquarters and
in return five cadets volunteered
to assist the branch with their
annual Wings Appeal store
collection. In the photograph,
chairman of Newcastle-under-
Lyme Branch Peter Hambley
stands with four corporal cadets
from 435 Squadron at the store
collection.

North Cotswolds Branch 
The branch enjoyed a
memorable day at the WWI
Royal Flying Corps airfield at
Rendcomb near Cirencester;
owned by Association
Ambassador Vic Norman.
Members enjoyed seeing
what a WWI airfield was like,
looking around the restored
buildings and viewing the
aircraft – noting especially
the lack of tarmac so aircraft
could always take off and
land into the wind. The
hospitality was superb and
everyone thoroughly enjoyed watching the 'AeroSuperBatics' wing
walking team. Three new members were also signed up.

Overseas 
Overseas member Mr S S Gunawardene of the Sri Lanka Air Force has
been awarded the honorary title ‘Honoris Causa’ in recognition of the
outstanding services rendered to the Sri Lanka Ex-Servicemen’s
Association, for whom he has served as Assistant Secretary for the last
15 years. The Sri Lanka Ex-Servicemen’s Association is a combination of
the Ex-Servicemen’s Associations of the Sri Lanka Army, Sri Lanka Navy
and Sri Lanka Air Force.
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Poole Branch 
Branch members attended a service of remembrance and dedication
for the renovated headstone of Lieutenant Colonel Louis Arbon
Strange DSO, OBE, MC, DFC at St Nicholas of Myra church in Worth
Matravers, Purbeck. Air Cadets from 2391 Parkstone Squadron
paraded the branch’s standard and that of the Air Crew Association.
Lieutenant Colonel Strange, an aviation pioneer in both world wars,
developed the concept of shooting and bombing from an aircraft
during WW1 and was awarded the DSO, MC and DFC. In WW2, he
helped form the Parachute Regiment as well as with the planning of 
D-Day. He was awarded the bar to his DFC and is understood to be the
only recipient of the DFC in both world wars.

Royal Leamington Spa, Warwick and District Branch 
A small party of branch members recently visited the International
Bomber Command Centre near Lincoln and were treated to a good
day out in glorious weather. This was a visit suggested by Rusty
Waughman (an ex-Lancaster pilot) who had been directly involved
during the design and building of the facility and memorial. In
addition to the stunning spire shaped memorial, the party viewed a
most interesting interactive display inside the centre. A most
impressive feature of the site is a 202 feet high spire which is the same
height as the wingspan of a Lancaster and makes it the highest
memorial in the UK.

Ryedale Branch 
The branch recently celebrated its 20th anniversary with a special
lunch. Guests were welcomed by member and former WAAF Dorothy
Boyes, and Vice-President Norman Appleton recounted a brief history
of the branch from its formation in 1999 to the present time, when
membership stands at over 100 people. Following a buffet lunch a
special cake was cut by Betty Whitworth. At the close of the event,
Norman Appleton gave thanks to all those volunteers who had made
the branch such a success, but especially acknowledging the
contribution of Branch President Cyril Shreeve (pictured: seated, centre
of photo) who served as chairman from 1999 to 2019.
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Sheringham and District Branch 
In May, Branch Chairman and Secretary Jack Broughton attended a
service of remembrance for Sergeant Stan Elliott who died in 1940
when his Hampden bomber crashed 200 yards from Templewood.
Local dignitaries and representatives were also present, and the family
of Stan Elliott were warmly welcomed and the circumstances of the
crash revealed. The branch had previously attended a memorial in
2014 for the victims of the crash, but Stan Elliot’s sister Patricia Le-Ray –
who had tended his grave in York for many years – had recently been
identified and had expressed a desire to visit the site of her brother’s
demise.

South Fylde Branch
The branch’s Wings Appeal collection at Tesco Extra in Blackpool
raised £890 over two days. Branch members were assisted
by Fran, a guest from Richard Peck House who thoroughly
enjoyed herself.

TCW and 90SU Branch  
Members of the Tactical Communications Wing and 90
Signals Unit Branch, along with former members of the unit
and wing, honoured their departed colleagues with their
annual service of remembrance at the National Memorial
Arboretum. “It was very moving to see so many past and
present members of the unit able to join family members in
such magnificent surroundings to remember those who have
passed away” said Phil Caswell, branch founder. “With the
trees surrounding the memorial now becoming well
established, the area provided a peaceful and calming
environment for the service, and for individuals to think of
family members, friends and colleagues who are no longer
with us.”

Thurrock Branch
The branch’s standard recently took centre stage at a multi-national
event. Branch members travelled to the United States Memorial Day
service at Madingley in Cambridgeshire where the fallen from past
conflicts were remembered. Standard bearer Colin Stevens was invited
to carry the standard within the official colour party and so Thurrock
was represented alongside speakers who included the American
Ambassador to the UK, Robert Wood Johnson, and the United States’
military commander for Europe and North Africa, Admiral James G
Foggo III. Afterwards, the branch’s president Jim Gooding, a WWII
veteran, was presented with a medal by Admiral Foggo.

Trowbridge and West Wiltshire Branch  
Branch members recently attended the Armed Forces and Veterans
Weekend in Trowbridge, with the branch very well placed for the
public to view its stall. The weekend also marked a break from the
tradition of only selling badges, as the branch offered merchandise
provided by RAFATRAD; with good results.

Weston-super-Mare Branch 
Branch member Reg Charles (96) landed on Gold Beach during the
Normandy campaign and was the only representative from the Ox &
Bucks regiment at June’s D-Day commemorations. He took part in
several ceremonies including laying a wreath at the glider stones,
leading a parade of school children from Benouville to the local church
yard, and releasing a dove at a peace ceremony with local children on
Pegasus Bridge representing all veterans.  He also started the Run to
Pegasus from Tarrant Rushton Airfield on June 4 and was there to
welcome the runners, which included his grandchildren Claire and
David, as they finished.
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Submissions to Branch News
We welcome all submissions for Branch News, preferably by
email to BranchNews@rafa.org.uk. Your word count should
be no more than 100 words. Please submit just one
accompanying photograph, as a separate jpeg, tiff or gif file
and at a size and quality of at least 300dpi. Photos of
insufficient quality may not be published. Submissions can
also be accepted by Royal Mail to the address on the inside
front cover. Unfortunately photographs submitted by post
cannot be returned. Due to space limitations, submission
does not guarantee inclusion and where there are too many
reports for an issue, the editor reserves the right to select the
broadest range of news and photos to reflect the geography,
people and different activities of the Association. Only
submissions made by email will be acknowledged before
publication. The deadline for inclusion in the next Branch
News is 15 November 2019.
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Wimborne Branch 
On 2 June the branch organised the 75th Anniversary Service of D-Day
at local Tarrant Rushton airfield. Aircraft from this airfield were the first
to take troops to Normandy, departing before midnight on 5 June and
towing gliders to the Caen Canal and Orne River bridges. More than
600 people attended the wreath-laying service at the memorial
maintained by the branch. Her Majesty The Queen was represented by
the Lord Lieutenant of Dorset Angus Campbell, with additional
wreaths laid by Air Chief Marshal Sir Roger Palin and Lieutenant
Colonel Paul Williams. Standards were paraded by the Association,
cadets of 1069 Squadron and the Royal British Legion.

Wisbech Branch 
On 22 June the branch’s de Havilland Club held a renaming ceremony
for the bar. ‘Henry’s Bar’ was previously known as Jock's Bar in memory
of late President George Duncan, but with the assistance of personnel
from RAF Marham, a new sign was unveiled in honour of Henry
Wagner, the club's oldest veteran. The photo shows (L-R) Branch
President David Snow, Henry Wagner and Branch Chairman George
Carruthers.

WRAF Branch 
Branch members recently visited RAF Gibraltar, meeting Wing
Commander John Kane and his staff. They were given an overview of
current activities and had the opportunity to view historical artefacts
and photographs. The group also visited the WW2 tunnels, and walked
along The Great North Road deep inside the rock. A highlight of the
visit was attendance at Her Majesty The Queen's birthday parade on
Casemates Square on a sunny and warm evening, in the presence of
senior military officers and the governor of Gibraltar. The visit proved a
wonderful opportunity for the branch to highlight its existence and
forge new relationships with the RAF overseas. Photograph taken by
Corporal Tim Hammond, Station Photographer at RAF Gibraltar.

York Branch 
The branch has attended the annual RAF East Moor Canadian Armed
Forces Memorial Service, the Armed Forces Day in York and the RAF
Linton-on-Ouse Families’ Day. During this latter event, branch
members Don Gunn (pictured) and Ron Ford were interviewed by BBC
Look North as they had both served at RAF Linton-on-Ouse. Branch
stalwarts Ray Ashby and Jean Ellis also attended the D-Day 75
Anniversary commemorations as guests on board the cruise ship
Boudicca, where they visited a number of locations in both England
and France. Wings Appeal collections so far stand at almost £9,300.   
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The rapid advancement of avionic, electronic and engine
technologies means many commercial aircraft become
redundant; superseded by newer, more fuel efficient and
environmentally-friendly models. And when RAF aircraft leave
active service they are decommissioned. After their working
lives, valuable aircraft parts are harvested. They are rigorously
tested, certified and refurbished to be reused as spares. But the
beautifully engineered air frames and parts that cannot be re-
used are destined for the scrap yard. Until DappR Aviation
intervenes.

This start-up family firm conjures magic from the leftovers in its
Suffolk workshop – creating furniture and items for homes, offices
and gardens. Now, and until further notice, DappR Aviation will
donate 20% of the profits of a range of products sold through the
Association’s website to our welfare work. Air Mail got in touch with
the team.

What first made you want to upcycle aircraft parts? 
The company was originally involved in recycling IT equipment.
Then founder David Palmer was offered an entire Airbus A320. He
rang his daughter Emily, who had just graduated with first class
honours degree in furniture design — and they saw the huge
potential of entering the upcycling world. So DappR came into

being. Its first challenge was working out what on earth to do with
the fuselage of a commercial airliner (read on for the answer).

How do you get all the parts you use? 
We have excellent relationships with many aviation materials and
maintenance service providers. So we source decommissioned parts
and assemblies which would have gone onto the scrap heap. We
have had a good relationship with the RAF, working with Tornado
spares. Most of our pieces that now sit in pride of place in people’s
homes were, until very recently, flying at 30,000 feet. We even
collect from individuals who have the odd item (a missile cone or
ejector seat) in the garage.  It’s quite amazing what you can find out
there. And we also have a close relationship with the Vulcan to the
Sky trust who kindly provide us with Vulcan and other much-loved
aircraft parts to breathe new life into. And of course, in return, we
provide any profits back to them to help with their invaluable work.

How do you decide what to turn these parts into? 
The art is being able to envision the possible — yet be sympathetic
to function, economy and quality. The great thing about aviation
parts is that they are by definition “aviation grade”, particularly the
vintage British parts. David and Emily take their considerable talents
as designers and engineers and listen carefully to what our
customers really want.

What’s your favourite creation? 
A wonderful bar based on the exhaust of a Vulcan bomber...a real
talking piece. Unlike normal design, upcycling very much depends
on the raw piece you start with. We get a blade ring from a Turbo-
Union RB199 jet engine and it lends itself perfectly to being a mirror
or a clock but other items take more thought and sometimes stock
can sit in our workshop for months before we know what to do with
it. Then one day inspiration will grab us. The creativity, ergonomics
and engineering come together to make furniture that not only
works but looks great and is green too.

The DappR team at their Suffolk workshop and showroom. 
From left to right:  Sam Palmer, Neil MacDonald, Ben Stewart, Andrew Dahl,
David Palmer, Emily Palmer and Lenny the office dog.

Right: Nothing gone to waste. The key rack is made from decommissioned
seat belts - also from the Airbus A320. Just unbuckle your key ring, go about
your day and clip it back in once you get home.

Continued....
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A slice of the Airbus
A320 became an
elegant garden pod
which will withstand
all weathers.

From hanger to home
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What are you currently making/developing? 
One of our garden pods - from the fuselage of the Airbus A320. It
will have bi-fold doors and locally sourced wood features. These
aero-pods are built to last of course...they are solid, don't rust and
are used to the worst the atmosphere can throw it them. They are
heavy though. We needed escorts and a meaty low-loader to get
the fuselage to us, but it was the funny looks we were getting that
was most entertaining. We’re wondering if the RAF could lend us a
Chinook from time to time. 

What reactions do people have when they visit your
workshop? 
“Jaw dropping” is the phrase that springs to mind. When our
customers enter our workshop and showroom, we stay quiet and let
them just take it all in. It’s a very tactile experience; customers
gravitate toward the huge corner bar made from the cowling of a

Boeing 737 Classic. Its polished resin
wooden bar top finish and off-centre
balance just entices people to touch and
stroke it...it’s fascinating to watch.

Is there any type of aircraft you
would love to work with, and what
would you make from it? 
We would love to source a Mark 1 Lightning
nose cone and make that into a dining
table. That would be truly awesome.

Does any at DappR have an RAF or RAF Association
connection? 
All the founders of the company have a keen professional and
private interest in aviation. David Palmer is a qualified balloon pilot
and Neil MacDonald is currently finishing his Private Pilot’s Licence.
Neil's father-in-law, Group Captain Roger Gault, has a long career in
the RAF. He was formerly the Officer Commanding of IV Squadron
and logged more than 2,000 hours on Harriers. After quite some
time being immersed in the RAF culture and experience, Neil has
seen first-hand the valuable work and support offered by the RAF
Association.

What do pilots, engineers and ground crew think after
seeing what you’ve done with their aircraft? 
We’ve had the privilege of flying in many different aircraft, military,
private and commercial and working alongside engineers. We have
experienced the delight they feel when they know that the
equipment they are working on won't just end 
up in a skip, but will live again as something 
the new owner will love, and will love
talking about. It’s a genuine pleasure
seeing the end result and we just love
sharing our work with all our suppliers
and partners.

Why do you want to support the
RAF Association? 
When you experience first-hand what
value and support the Association brings
to the RAF family, particularly at times of
need and uncertainty, we can only feel
humbled and immensely grateful for the
work you do. Life doesn’t begin at taxiing 
and end at engine shutdown; it’s about
encouraging our new recruits and
supporting them and their loved ones
all the way through operational
deployment and ultimately retirement
and beyond. And the Association has
been providing this backbone of
support, unwaveringly, stalwartly for decades. So it is now our turn
to support and encourage the Association.

How are you supporting the RAF Association? 
As well as donating 20% of the profits of the items sold on the
Association website, the team will be designing and building a
unique piece for auction: a wine/drinks rack made out of a food and
beverage trolley you typically see on commercial flights. All the
proceeds will be donated to the Association. We hope to do this
again and again, making it an annual tribute.  

Find out more 
Go to rafa.org.uk/shop and search for DappR to find the range of
items on sale through the Association website. See more about
DappR at dappr.co.uk. Follow the Association’s social media to hear
more about the auction. 

Leading edge:  Sam Palmer crafts a bench from an Airbus A320 wing and BAE
passenger seating parts.

Left top: Boeing 737 Classic engine cowling bar

Far left centre: Lenny models the Oak topped passenger bench

Left centre: Gazelle Helicopter Tail art piece with a BAE146 Cowling bar and
CFM56 Jet Engine shaft bar stools. 

Left bottom: Desk, Seats, Clocks, and Accessories. From Boeing 737, Airbus
A320 and BAE 146 passenger jet wings, fuselage parts, engine cowlings and
hostess trolleys. Upcycled 1950's Blackburn Beverley transport plane navigator
seat. Finished with Suffolk Oak.

An original decommissioned
Small Blade Ring from a 
Rolls - Royce RB199 jet
engine, found in an RAF
Tornado, has been cleaned,
painted and transformed into
a mirror. 

Left: A decommissioned third stage 
(low pressure compressor) fan blade from a
Rolls - Royce Rb199 jet engine made for the
RAF Tornado became a paperweight.

The actuator assembly lid from a motor 
used in a BAE146 aircraft becomes a key ring. 
© All images: DappR
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William Clarke
Pilot of the Caribbean

Sergeant William Robinson Clarke flew and fought
above the trenches of the western front during the
First World War. He received the Silver War Badge
and later became Life President of the
Association’s Jamaica Branch. He was also
Britain’s first black pilot. 

Born in 1895 in Kingston, Jamaica, Clarke
received a good education before training as a
mechanic; making him one of the first men on
the island to drive. He was then employed as a
chauffeur, but in 1915 decided to travel to Britain
to play his part in the war. 

At the outset of war the British Armed Forces
maintained a ‘colour bar’, and very few African-
Caribbean or Asian volunteers were accepted into the
ranks. Officer commissions were also denied to anyone not
‘of pure European descent’. As the forces expanded and
casualties rose this restriction was relaxed, and an unknown number
of black personnel joined the Royal Flying Corps (RFC).

A total of 15,600 black volunteers joined the British West Indies
Regiment and, like young men all over the Empire, some enlisted for
economic or personal reasons or to seek adventure. There were those,
however, who had a deeper understanding of what was at stake.
Black people were only too aware of the past, but seeing beyond the
horrors of slavery and the injustices of colonialism, many still
considered Britain the ‘mother country’ and strongly identified with
her culture, institutions and ideals. For them, the war was being
fought to defend Christian civilisation and they would do what they
could to help. They would also show that as loyal subjects of His
Majesty they deserved better treatment and perhaps even
independence from British rule. 

Arriving in Britain, Clarke joined the RFC in July 1915. At first he served
as an air mechanic, but in October he was posted to France as a driver
with an observation balloon company. However, Clarke’s real
ambition was to fly, and in December 1916 he was accepted to
undergo pilot training in England. 

Clarke qualified in April 1917, with his Royal Aero Club Aviators’
Certificate describing his nationality as ‘British’. Promoted to Sergeant,
in May 1917 he returned to the continent and joined No. 4 Squadron
RFC at Abeele in Belgium. At this time 4 Squadron undertook artillery
observation and reconnaissance operations from two-seater Royal
Aircraft Factory R.E.8s, which Clarke began flying over the Western
Front just before the Battle of Messines in June 1917.

On the morning of 28 July, Clarke and his observer were conducting a
photographic mission when they were attacked by enemy fighters.
Clarke described the action in a letter to his mother: 

“I was doing some photographs a few miles the other side when
about five Hun scouts came down upon me, and before I could get
away, I got a bullet through the spine. I managed to pilot the machine
nearly back to the aerodrome, but had to put her down as I was too
weak to fly any more… My observer escaped without any injury.” 

Clarke was evacuated to Britain and remained in hospital at Lichfield
in Staffordshire until November 1917. Happily, he recovered from his
wounds and returned to duty, at first with an RFC Reserve Depot and
then as a mechanic with No. 254 Squadron based at RAF Prawle Point
in Devon. He was officially discharged on 24 August 1919 and given a
one-off payment of £60; a considerable amount at the time. In
addition to his campaign medals, the young Jamaican also received
the Silver War Badge issued to those honourably released from
military service due to wounds or sickness.

Clarke returned to Jamaica to work in the
building trade. He was an active veteran

and was eventually appointed Life
President of the RAF Association’s

Jamaica Branch. 

William Robinson Clarke, the
first black pilot to fly for
Britain, died in April 1981 and
was interred in Jamaica at
the Military Cemetery at
Kingston’s Up Park Camp. 

Our thanks go to the RAF
Museum for allowing us to

reprint this article, first published
on their website, to mark Black

History Month. A

Diversity in today’s RAF
As of April 2019, 2.8% of RAF serving personnel and 4.8% of RAF
Reservists identified their ethnicity as Black, Asian and Minority
Ethnic. In 2018 former Secretary of State Gavin Williamson
introduced the Diversity and Inclusion Strategy 2018-2030,
titled ‘A Force for Inclusion’. One of the goals of this strategy is to
ensure that the MOD becomes an organisation that, at all levels,
appropriately represents UK society. “This is not just the right
thing to do from a moral perspective”, the strategy states, “there
is a clear business imperative for acting: diversity and inclusion
(D&I) contributes directly to operational effectiveness. A diverse
and inclusive organisation is a stronger, healthier, more
cohesive and resilient organisation. D&I drives performance,
increases creative thinking and reduces the risks of group think
- all of which are mission critical to meeting today’s security
challenges and threats.”                                                                            A

by Peter Devitt, RAF Museum

William Robinson Clarke. ©RAF Museum

Clarke in flying gear
beside his aircraft. 
©RAF Museum

Silver War Badge, like that awarded to William Clarke
upon his discharge from the RAF. © Public Domain
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News from the RAF
by Mike Curtis

The RAF is looking to the stars with a renewed sense of purpose
after the government outlined an ambitious space programme,
committing £30m to fast-track the launch of a small satellite
demonstrator within a year. This will be supported by a new
transatlantic team of UK and US defence personnel named Team
ARTEMIS, and will sit alongside a host of other programmes
demonstrating the UK’s future role as a leader in space.

The UK will also become the first partner nation to join Operation
Olympic Defender, a US-led international coalition formed to
strengthen deterrence against hostile activity in space.

Air Chief Marshal Sir Stephen Hillier, who stepped down as Chief of
the Air Staff in July, said he was delighted by the plans to take the
UK`s space ambitions to the next stage through Project ARTEMIS. He
added: “When this is combined with our investments in the training
and development of our people, improved command and control,
greater space situational awareness, and our commitment to the
Space Coalition with our allies, it all underlines the importance and
constantly growing role of space in the RAF’s capabilities.”

It has also been confirmed that the RAF has seconded one of its test
pilots to the Virgin Orbit programme. Virgin Orbit is undertaking
pioneering research into launching small satellites into space from
the wing of a modified Boeing 747-400 aircraft. During the summer,

the aircraft completed a landmark ‘drop test’ of a rocket at 35,000 feet
over the Mojave Desert in the USA to test the separation of the rocket
and aircraft during launch. The aircraft is expected to operate out of
the Cornwall Spaceport near Newquay – formerly RAF St Mawgan.

The importance of the space programme to the RAF has resulted in
the transformation of Joint Forces Command to Strategic Command
to tackle evolving ‘grey zone’ threats. The new Strategic Command
will take on a greater role leading integration across the five war-
fighting domains: Air, Land, Sea, Cyber and Space. This new body will
oversee the Armed Forces’ digital information network to ensure the
services operate at the forefront of the information environment and
continue to lead the UK’s Permanent Joint Operating Bases in
managing operations and providing critical advice on force
development.

The RAF has announced that No 23 Squadron is to reform as the
service's dedicated unit for Space operations. No 8 Squadron will
continue to operate the new Boeing E-7 Wedgetail Airborne Early
Warning and Control (AEW&C) platform as it replaces the Boeing E-
3D Sentry. No 216 Squadron will also reform as an experimental unit
developing 'swarming' technology for unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) – a technique designed to overwhelm enemy air defences.
216 Squadron was disbanded in 2014 when its Lockheed TriStars
were taken out of service.

In a ceremony at RAF College Cranwell, Air Chief Marshal Hillier
handed over command of the RAF to Air Chief Marshal Mike Wigston.
“The Royal Air Force I joined in 1986 was very different to the one I’m
now privileged to command” said Air Chief Marshal Wigston. “We’ve
seen a huge amount change in that time, but the constant has been
the brilliant people from all walks of life who serve the RAF with
energy, commitment and great pride. The future is exciting and offers
huge opportunities. I look forward to leading the RAF over the
coming years, delivering air and space power to protect our nation.”

Back on earth, the RAF has been helping emergency services in the
UK to cope with serious threats from bad weather. A Chinook
helicopter was called in to drop 70 one-ton bags of gravel to plug a
breach in a river bank near Wainfleet in Lincolnshire. More than
double June`s average rainfall had fallen within three days, causing
serious flooding and forcing residents from their homes. An RAF
Puma helicopter was also used in the operation. 

Six weeks later, the RAF was called on again when the dam above

Whaley Bridge in Derbyshire threatened to burst due to torrential rain
flowing into the Toddbrook Reservoir. More than 620 bags of 
aggregate were airlifted under a total of five Chinooks across eight
missions to shore up the damaged dam. One national newspaper
headlined the RAF operation as `The Dam Boosters`.

The Tucano T1 is due to retire
from the Royal Air Force this
month (October) after 30 years’
service. It first appeared at RAF
Scampton during trials back in
1988, and has been used to
train generations of fast jet
pilots and navigators. This
summer a pilot from RAF
Linton-on-Ouse was certified to
fly the Tucano T1 as a display
aircraft for the first time since
2014. The Tucano is being
replaced by the Texan T1, which
is already operating out of RAF
Valley.

The second squadron of F-35B Lightning jets has arrived at RAF
Marham from its training programme in the USA. No 207 Squadron
joins 617 Squadron at Marham and will see all training on the new jet
conducted in the UK for the first time. A pair of US Air Force F-35A
Lightning fighter jets visited RAF Marham in the summer to allow RAF,
Royal Navy and USAF ground crew to conduct joint training. Usually
based at Hill Air Force Base, Utah, the 421st Fighter Squadron, Black
Widows, were on deployment to Germany. It was the first time the A
model of the F-35 had landed at Marham. 

RAF Typhoons were kept busy during their four month deployment
to Estonia in support of Baltic Air Policing. During the first week in
August they intercepted five Russian military aircraft in two days.
Operating from Ämari Air Base, the RAF pilots tracked two transport
aircraft, a TU-124 `Bear` bomber and two SU-27B `Flanker` fighters.
Speaking after those two days, one of the Typhoon pilots said: “These
aircraft transiting the Baltic region were not on a recognised flight
plan or communicating with Air Traffic Control. In the end, the
intercepts were uneventful and conducted in a professional manner
throughout.”

The RAF is also on track to restore its maritime patrol capability within
the next six months. Speaking at the Royal International Air Tattoo,
one week after the RAF's first P-8A Poseidon airframe had made its
flight debut, Air Commodore Rich Barrow said: "From 1 April next year
we are going to have UK maritime patrol capability operating from UK
soil for the first time in a number of years."

Spectators at the Air Tattoo witnessed a flypast by a specially
decorated British Airways jumbo jet and the Red Arrows, who were
making their last appearance in the UK before setting off on their
biggest-ever North American tour. The special Boeing 747 had been
painted in the airline’s old British Overseas Airways Corporation (BOAC)
livery to mark British Airways’ centenary this year. Red 1, Squadron
Leader Martin Pert, said: “Flying alongside this British Airways Boeing
747 was a memorable moment for our pilots, wider team and those
watching on the ground. The RAF’s own centenary celebrations –
marked a year ago – demonstrated the importance of using these
high-profile occasions to inspire the next generation and we hope this
flypast did exactly that. It was truly a best of British flypast.”

RAF personnel are now allowed to grow beards under new rules
aiming to promote inclusivity. The move allows serving members to
wear "a smart, neatly-trimmed, full set beard". The RAF has insisted
members will still have to maintain "high standards of appearance"
and will not accept "scraggly or patchy beards.” It hopes the change
will help broaden the recruitment pool, promote inclusivity and help
the service retain its highly-skilled personnel. A

Two Russian SU-27B ‘Flanker’ fighters, seen here near Estonian air space. © MOD/Crown

Far left: Chinook Mk6a from RAF Odiham
approaches the Whaley Bridge dam. ©
MOD/Crown

Above:  Artist’s impression of ‘swarming’
technology in action. © DARPA

Bottom  left: A modified Boeing 747 releases
the Launcher One rocket mid-air for the first
time during a drop test in July. © Virgin Orbit

Tucano of No1 Flying Training School, 
RAF Linton-on-Ouse, flying as part of 
a display routine. © MOD/Crown

British Airways Boeing 747 with BOAC livery at RIAT, flanked by the Red Arrows.
© MOD/Crown

Air Chief Marshal Mike Wigston CBE inspects the parade. © MOD/Crown
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The decades preceding the First World War saw the
rise of industrialisation and scientific innovation that
yielded many dazzling inventions. Though aviation
was still in its infancy, little time was wasted and frail
aircraft of spruce and canvas were fitted with machine
guns. This gave rise to an entirely new phenomenon:
aerial combat.

Combat stress among flyers – or what came to be broadly termed as
‘Aero-Neurosis’ – became more common as the war progressed. It
was compounded by the poorly understood effects of high altitude
flying, which was described by Arthur Lee as “…heaving all the time,
mouth wide open, pumping in the bitingly cold air in quick, lung-
flooding gasps”.

American John McGavock Grider volunteered shortly after the USA
joined the war, and was assigned to the Royal Flying Corps in May
1918. In his diary he noted:

            “I can’t write much these days. I’m too nervous. I can 
            hardly hold a pen. I’m all right in the air… but on the 
            ground I’m a wreck and I get panicky… We don’t sleep 
            much at night.”

A few days before Grider was killed – shot down behind German
lines – he wrote another diary entry which lays bare the fatalism
which now permeated his thinking.

            “…It’s only a question of time until we all get it… My 
            nerves are all gone and I can’t stop. I’ve lived beyond my 
            time already. It’s not the fear of death that’s done it… It’s 
            this eternal flinching from it that’s [making] a coward out 
            of me. Few men live to know what real fear is. It’s 
            something that grows on you, day by day, that eats into 
            your constitution and undermines your sanity… Here I 
            am, twenty four years old, I look forty and feel ninety. I’ve 
            lost all interest in life beyond the next patrol.” 

In addition to the fear of death, seeing the results of their 
handiwork up-close could also have devastating psychological
effects. Canadian Roy Brown was credited with shooting down 
the Red Baron Manfred von Richthofen. But after visiting the crash
site, the spectacle of von Richtofen’s body brought forth
unexpected emotions:

            “...the sight of Richthofen as I walked closer gave me a start. 
            He appeared so small to me, so delicate. He looked so 
            friendly…Suddenly I felt miserable, desperately unhappy, 
            as if I had committed an injustice. With a feeling of shame, a 
            kind of anger against myself moved in my thoughts, that I 
            had forced him to lay there… I gnashed my teeth, I cursed 
            the war. If I could I would gladly have brought him back to 
            life… I could no longer look him in the face. I went away.
            I did not feel like a victor. There was a lump in my throat. 
            If he had been my dearest friend, I could not have felt 
            greater sorrow.”

Suffering from nervous exhaustion, Brown checked into hospital
shortly afterwards.

Another pilot, Edward ‘Mick’ Mannock, also came unstuck when
visiting the site of a German two-seater he shot down in July 1917:
            
            “I shot the pilot in three places and wounded the observer 
            in the side. The machine was smashed to pieces and a little 
            black and tan dog which was with the observer was also 
            killed. The observer escaped death… the pilot was horribly 
            mutilated… I felt exactly like a murderer… These times are so 
            horrible that occasionally I feel that life is not worth hanging 
            on to… I had thoughts of getting married, but not now.”

Mannock confided the above passage to his friend Jim Eyles, who
noted the following when Mick was home on leave:

            “Saliva and tears were running down his face; he couldn’t stop
            it. His collar and shirt-front were soaked through. He smiled 
            weakly at me when he saw me watching and tried to make 
            light of it; he would not talk about it at all… He was ashamed 
            to let me see him in this condition but could not help it, 
            however hard he tried.”

Mannock’s last patrol was July 26, 1918. He was over Pacaut Wood
when German rifle and machine gun fire hit the port side of his
aircraft. The fuel tank ignited, and a tiny blue flicker soon erupted
into an inferno. Mick lost control and the blazing aircraft glided
down over Pacaut Wood, crashing in flames behind German lines. 

Such reactions to the carnage they had caused were also evident in
German pilots. Ernst Udet was Germany’s top ace after Richthofen
was killed. A sensitive and imaginative man, he too succumbed to
curiosity about his victims:

Collecting the bombs from the wreck of a downed enemy aircraft. 
© National Library of Scotland, License: CC BY 4.0

Continued...

I zoom up violently, the pressure pushes me
into my seat, my sight goes for a second,
then more shots… I’m skidding madly,
zooming, doing flat turns, quick rolls,
anything to stop them getting a bead on
me… there’s no smooth flying in a shambles
like this, it’s ham-fisted stuff or you’re out.

Air Vice-Marshal Arthur Gould Lee, WW1 flying ace.

“ “
Aero-Neurosis:
psychological trauma and
the pilots of WW1         by Mark C. Wilkins

Mechanics salvage parts for reuse from wrecked aircraft. 
© National Library of Scotland, License: CC BY 4.0
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            “I felt an insatiable desire to know who my opponent had 
            been… I made my way to the scene of the crash… my 
            opponent… had been shot through the head… the doctor 
            handed me his wallet… ‘Lieutenant C.R. Massdorp, Ontario, 
            RFC 47’. Also in the wallet were a picture of an elderly woman 
            and a letter. It said: ‘don’t be too reckless. Think of father and 
            me’… Somehow one had to try to get rid of the thought that a 
            mother wept for every man one shot down.”

As the war progressed, the field of combat aviation psychiatry
evolved with it. The diagnosis and treatment of psychological
disorders however, was often skewed towards getting the men back
to their cockpits quickly. Some were regarded as cowards or
‘malingerers’, which tended to compound the sufferers’ difficulties.
Over time, hospitals specifically for flyers began to emerge. One of
these was mentioned by Canadian Roy Brown:

            “They do a lot of research work here into the different kinds 
            of troubles which are peculiar to flying people. It is purely for 
            RAF officers so they get lots of material to work on. It is a very 
            good idea having a hospital like this as in an ordinary hospital
            they do not know how to treat the troubles of flying people.”

Brown, like many men, was discharged from hospital to serve in a
reduced capacity as a flight instructor. 

Some sufferers were granted a series of leaves as bureaucrats and
military and medical leadership struggled with what to do with
them. Publications regarding this type of trauma were considered
counterproductive to the war effort, and so treatment and diagnosis
tended to emphasise the effects of high altitude flying and various
physiological disorders, and downplay the psychological trauma
experienced by combat flyers. 

William Lambert volunteered for the Royal Flying Corps in late 1916.
After training in Toronto, Lambert was sent to Europe, and in March
1918 he joined a squadron in France. Lambert initially espoused a
‘what will be, will be’ fatalism common among pilots at the time.
However, the war became increasingly personal when his close
friend and wingman Lieutenant J Daley was killed:

            “Daley was gone forever… We had been almost like 
            brothers… I can see him even now, on patrol, after doing 
            something that pleased him. He would move in close to 
            me, wingtip to wingtip, look over and wave to me with 
            a wide grin covering his face… I would certainly miss Daley.”

Lambert’s decline into combat fatigue caught him by surprise; like a
slow fuse that finally reached its charge:
            
            “Almost everything from that day… is a blank. I do not know 
            what happened to me, only that I was suffering from… the 
            effects of combat fatigue… My recollection is of watching 
            someone loading my gear into a tender.”

Lambert soon found out that he had been admitted to a resort-
turned-hospital:

            “We were patients there. This puzzled us. What were we 
            doing there? Later I was in a London hospital, evidently for 
            the whole of September… being attended by two doctors. 
            One had a slender, flexible wire contraption about twelve 
            inches long and to which was attached an electric cord. This 
            wire was inserted into, and pushed half way up, one of my 
            nostrils and it was explained as part of the treatment to the 
            ruptured ear drums I had apparently contracted… I seem to 
            recall enduring this most painful and extremely unpleasant 
            torture about every second or third day for period of several 
            weeks…About the last week of September I was told that if I 
            wished I could go home at my own expense for three months 
            leave. You can bet that “I wished”.

This appears to be a description of electro-shock therapy, an early
form of treatment for those suffering from combat stress. Lambert
was finally discharged and returned to Ohio.

Aviation psychiatry evolved as the war progressed but was initially
frustrated by inadequate diagnosis, treatment, and infrastructure. It
seems from reading the diaries and letters of pilots who endured the
terror of aerial combat that those who confronted their mortality
head-on fared better. Those who repressed their feelings suffered
exponentially, and those who were able to accept the horrors of war
endured longer than those who could not.

Regardless of how each individual dealt with the strain, the words of
flying ace Arthur Gould Lee doubtless applied to pilots of every
nationality when he said: “those of us who were to pass safely
through this strife and bloodshed would be affected by it all the rest
of our lives.” A

The original caption for this
photo reads: “Balloons are the
eyes of our guns in France. The
observers are highly trained
men & when their balloons are
shelled or attacked by enemy
aircraft they are forced to make
rapid descents in parachutes.” ©
National Library of Scotland,
License: CC BY 4.0

Mental health today
The MOD’s annual mental health summary report for 2019
states that 3% of RAF personnel were assessed with a mental
disorder at MOD Specialist Mental Health Services; a decrease
from 3.2% in the previous year. One of the most prevalent
disorders is ‘neurotic’; an umbrella term which includes Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). As a welfare charity, the RAF
Association continues to advocate for better awareness of
mental health issues within the RAF family, and in 2017
piloted Mental Health First Aid Courses at RAF Benson and
RAF Valley. These courses help families of serving personnel,
and teachers of children whose parents serve in the RAF, to
spot the signs of potential mental health issues. During 2019
the Association ran courses at eight RAF stations, with more
planned for 2020.
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Mark C. Wilkins is a historian,
museum professional and
lecturer at St. Mary’s College,
Maryland. He is the author of
‘Aero-Neurosis: Pilots of the First
World War and the
Psychological Legacies of
Combat’ published in 2019 by
Pen and Sword Books.
Association members can get
25% off this title by calling
01226 734222 or visiting 
pen-and-sword.co.uk and
quoting the code AERO25. 

A gunner in the back of a reconnaissance aircraft. With sighting still in its
infancy it was difficult to hit moving targets such as other aircraft. 
© National Library of Scotland, License: CC BY 4.0

British anti-aircraft guns in action on the western front. 
All sides used such measures against enemy aircraft, and

intense rifle fire from the trenches also awaited those pilots
who flew too low. 

© National Library of Scotland, License: CC BY 4.0
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India

The Indian Air Force has been exercising with the French Air Force
at Mont-de-Marsan Air Base in South-West France. They sent four
Sukhoi Su-30 fighters, supported by two C-17s transports and an
Ilyushin Il-78 tanker, for a two-week period in early July. The
French Air Force utilised a range of aircraft for this exercise
including the Rafale and Mirage 2000.

Ireland

The Irish Air Corps has retired the last of its Reims Rocket single-
engined surveillance and utility aircraft after nearly forty-seven
years’ service. A ceremony to mark the event was held at
Casement Air Base, Baldonnel, outside Dublin, in June. The Air
Corps is replacing the Rocket with the Pilatus PC-12 from later this
year.

Israel

The development of the Israeli Air Force F-35 Lightning II force
continues with the recent formation of the second squadron, No
116, at Nevatim Air Base. It should receive its first aircraft, known
as the Adir in Israel, early next year. The first squadron, No 140, is
already operational at Nevatim.

Italy

The Italian Air Force has established an international pilot training
school at Lecce air base in South-Eastern Italy which is also the
home of its domestic school, the 61st Stormo. The first two Alenia
Aermacchi T-346s training aircraft have been received and
students have commenced training.

New Zealand

The Royal New Zealand Air Force is planning to replace its five
Lockheed C-130H Hercules with the latest C-130J model. The H
models have been in service since the 1960s.

Poland

The Polish Air Force plans to obtain the Lockheed Martin Lightning
II to replace its remaining Soviet-era aircraft, including the MiG-29.
It will be the USAF version and up to thirty-two should come into
service in the middle of the next decade. The Polish Navy has
ordered four Leonardo Merlin maritime helicopters to replace the
last of their long-serving Russian Mi-14 machines in 2022.

Qatar

The Qatar Emiri Air Force is planning to obtain another 24 Boeing
AH-64E attack helicopters to add to the same number currently
being delivered.

Saudi Arabia

The first of 22 locally-assembled BAE Hawk advanced jet trainers
has been completed in the Kingdom using a kit supplied from the
UK. These jets will augment the 22 already provided from the BAE
factory at Warton in Lancashire.

Spain

The Spanish Navy sent two US-built Harriers to this year’s Royal
International Air Tattoo at RAF Fairford in July where they were
one of the principal attractions. They both displayed for the public
on the Saturday and Sunday and brought back happy memories of
the RAF Harriers that appeared at the Tattoo over many years.

Switzerland

The Swiss Air Force has initiated a major competition to find its
next fighter aircraft. Air and ground trials took place at Payerne Air
Base in Central Switzerland in the second quarter of this year. The
potential candidates are the Eurofighter, the American Super
Hornet and Lightning II, and the French Rafale. The results were
not known as Air Mail went to print.

UK

The first Royal Navy Leonardo Merlin to be modified for the
Airborne Early Warning and Surveillance roles has started test
flying in Yeovil, Somerset. The helicopter is fitted with what is
known as the Crowsnest system and will operate from the Queen
Elizabeth class carriers. The system uses an external radome fitted
on the left-hand side of the helicopter, similar to that used on the
Sea Kings that carried out the same roles until last year.

USA

The USAF’s latest combat rescue helicopter, a new version of the
Sikorsky Black Hawk, has made its first flight and is now
undergoing flight testing. It is the first of up to 112 aircraft
intended to replace the current fleet of Pave Hawks in the next
decade. The Pave Hawks themselves were based on an early
version of the Black Hawk.

A second Boeing B-52H strategic bomber has been reactivated
from storage in the Arizona desert to bolster the operational fleet.
The aircraft involved had been in storage for eleven years and will
re-enter service after major servicing and upgrade. This follows the
reactivation of another B-52H four years ago.

Sikorsky’s VH-92A helicopter has been selected for the US Marine
Corps’ presidential fleet and an initial contract let for the first six
production machines to be delivered between 2021 and 2023. 
Up to 23 helicopters will be ordered in due course to replace the
current Sea Kings and Seahawks. This specialised helicopter is
based on the commercial twin-engined S-92. A

Argentina

The Argentine Navy has received five ex-French Navy Dassault
Super Etendards to help reactivate some of their currently-
grounded fleet of ten of the type.

Australia

The Royal Australian Air Force has taken delivery of the last of
seven KC-30A tanker/transports from Airbus in Spain. The KC-30 is
based on the Airbus 330 airliner and their last two aircraft were
converted machines that had served with Qantas; the first five
were new builds. The RAAF fleet is operated by No 33 Squadron at
RAAF Amberley in Southern Queensland.

Canada

The first Airbus CC-295 twin-turboprop transport aircraft for the
Royal Canadian Air Force has been completed at the Seville
factory. Canada plans to purchase 16 of these machines which are
intended to replace their current Buffaloes and Hercules in the
fixed-wing search and rescue role across Canada’s vast interior.

Germany

The Luftwaffe’s VIP squadron based at Cologne/Bonn airport is to
receive three Airbus A350 long-haul airliners to replace the
current fleet of A340 aircraft. The new aircraft will enter service
between 2020 and 2022. The squadron is also to receive a third
Airbus A319 short-range airliner for use on Open Skies treaty
flights.

Greece

The Greek Army has taken delivery of 70 ex-US Army Kiowa
Warrior armed reconnaissance helicopters. Half will be fully
operational with the remainder carrying out less demanding
missions or acting as a source for spares.

World military aviation news

Irish Air Corps Reims Rocket Development VH-92 presidential helicopter at the White House

by Martin Henderson

Spanish Navy AV-8B Harrier at RIAT 2019

USAF combat search and rescue Blackhawk 

All pictures © J M Henderson

Italian Air Force T-346 training aircraft



JOBS AVAILABLE NOW
We o�er a wide range of opportunities to suit you:

WANT TO RETURN TO SERVICE 
OR ARE YOU CONSIDERING

AN INTER SERVICE TRANSFER?

SEARCH RAF RECRUITMENT
REJOINERS & TRANSFEREES

/rafrecruitment @RAF_Recruitment
0345 605 5555

•  Fast entry

•  Pay and bene�ts
 The Royal Air Force o�ers a highly   
 competitive bene�ts package that  
 includes everything from bonuses,  
 free medical and dental to a gym   
 membership and discounts for    
 you and your partner.

•  Re-entry at di�erent Rank levels
 (Subject to experience)

•  Up to age 57

O�ering full regular terms and conditions of service, 
and the ability for shorter engagement lengths.
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Christmas 2019 Crossword
by Enigma

Across

1       What partridge was in (1,8)

9       My true love gave me 3 such hens (6)

10    Plane's height indicator/instrument (9)

11    Shaken mat has caused chronic disorder (6)

12    Deceptive plan (9)

13    A French win is awkward (6)

17    Air Traffic Control for cadets! (1,1,1)

19    Have - - - on 25 December (1,5,9)

20    Cue for a unit of currency (3)

21    My true love gave me 2 such doves (6)

25    Intact (9)

26    Shaft in a glacier could go with Rouge (6)

27    I need a tub to produce hydrocarbon (9)

28    Soldier serving on board ship (6)

29    An onlooker (9)

Down

2       Controllers of aircraft (6)

3       Beast has thin plate of bone lifting (6)

4       Covering at front of shoe (6)

5       1001 – 1100 AD (8,7)

6       Opposite of staleness (9)

7       “You're - - - now!” (2,3,4)

8       The low cost of little value Head (9)

14    Christmas-time theatrical entertainment (9)

15    Keep watch over after stern defensive 

         position (9)

16    Of sparkling intelligence (9)

17    Usually beats a King (3)

18    A vineyard's vintage (3)

22    Empty vessel has tin inside (6)

23    Race (6)

24    Meeting of spiritualists (6)
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The solution to this crossword can be found on page 61.
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Freddie’s footballing fundraiser
Earlier this year the son of former Association member Len
Pocknee sent in two programmes from football matches
played in 1947. Both were organised by Willesden Branch,
with the first when Brentford took on Fulham and the second
when Willesden FC took on Tottenham Hotspur. Both were
also billed as charity matches in aid of the RAF Association.

Len’s son Brian knew that his father had helped organise such
events in the years following the Second World War, but knew
little about the matches themselves. As both programmes listed
the players who took the field, a little research unearthed some
interesting RAF connections. 

The Willesden FC versus Spurs match featured Freddie Cox on the
right wing. “Freddie trained as a pilot in the USA under the
Anglo/US bi-lateral scheme”, said Air Commodore Graham
Pitchfork of the Aircrew Association. “He was commissioned in
October 1943 and flew Dakotas with 512 and 437 Squadrons from
Blakehill Farm near Swindon. He would therefore likely have flown
on D-Day and during Operation Market Garden. He then went to
Burma to fly supply missions to the 14th Army.”

The Brentford versus Fulham match - billed as the ‘Battle of Britain
Trophy’ – had at least two former RAF men; Dennis Rampling was
a Physical Training Instructor, and Bill Pavitt signed for Fulham in
1946 from RAF Debden after being spotted playing for their flight
team. The day’s pre-match entertainment was provided by Miss
Christine Norden, a singer and dancer with the Entertainments
National Service Association (ENSA) which provided
entertainment for British armed forces personnel during World
War II. She was also the first entertainer to land on the Normandy
beaches after D-Day.

The match-day programmes are to be deposited with the National
Football Museum and with John Fennelly, Club Historian at
Tottenham Hotspur. A

Top: Footballing caricature of Freddie Cox. 
©Tottenham Hotspur

Above: Spurs vs Willesden team sheet

Left: Freddie turning out for Spurs. 
©Tottenham Hotspur



WHEN WAS YOUR LAST HOLIDAY?
RAF veterans don’t always get the break they deserve. 

Call Flowerdown House, Weston-super-Mare on 01934  621 664 or email 
Flowerdown@rafa.org.uk and book your trip to the seaside today.
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Long distance cyclists refer to the
condition of sudden fatigue and loss
of energy as ‘the bonk’. Marathon
runners call it ‘hitting the wall’. Caused
by a depletion of glycogen stores in
the liver and muscles, it can be staved
off by carbohydrate-rich foods or rest.

On this summer’s RAFA Rides: Rutland event, cyclists on
the 30, 70 and 100 mile routes were looked after by 3
Mobile Catering Squadron (3MCS) from RAF Wittering.
Sergeant Carl Findon, the RAFA Rides Rutland
Detachment commander said: “3MCS always enjoys
supporting the Association in any capacity. We have a
great appreciation for everything the Association stands
for and the support it offers to both serving and retired
personnel. During the RAFA Rides: Rutland event, 3MCS
was requested to set up bespoke refreshment stands.
These stands were at three separate locations
throughout the route, capturing all riders regardless of
the distance they were cycling. We provided high energy
snacks and refreshments, helping to ensure they stayed
sustained and active throughout the ride. The team of
3MCS volunteers was led by Corporal Dan Gordon and
Corporal Scotty Marks and their precise planning
ensured seamless execution of the catering element.”

High Energy Bar
Method

• Preheat oven to 180°C.

• Line a large baking tray with greaseproof paper. Spread out the 
  oats, pumpkin seeds and almonds evenly on the tray, then roast 
  for 10 minutes in the oven.

• Meanwhile, put the apricots, maple syrup and water in a blender 
  and blend until completely smooth, then transfer to a mixing 
  bowl. Next, add the buckwheat groats, raisins and cranberries.

• Remove the baking tray from the oven and leave to cool, but 
  make sure the oven remains switched on. Once cool, transfer 
  the roasted oats, pumpkin seeds, and almonds to the large 
  mixing bowl.

• Line a 7” x 7” square cake tin with greaseproof paper before 
  transferring the mixture into the tin. Smooth over the top using 
  a piece of greaseproof paper, pushing down to make sure the 
  mixture is compact. Make sure you push down as firmly as 
  possible to prevent the bars from falling apart when you slice 
  them into bars.

• Place the cake tin in the oven for 20 minutes.

• Remove the cake tin from the oven and leave the energy bars 
  to cool completely. 
  Note: the energy bars might crumble if you try to slice them 
  before they have cooled completely.

• Take the energy mix out of the cake tin and slice into 10 
  energy bars.

High Energy Bars — delicious and sustaining © shutterstock

Senior Aircraftman Ryan Hewitson of 
3 Mobile Catering Squadron helps riders refuel during
the RAFA Rides: Rutland fundraiser. 
© yourdigitalmemories.com

Makes 10 bars

Ingredients

130g oats
65g pumpkin seeds
130g whole or flaked almonds
65g buckwheat groats (hulled buckwheat seeds)
65g raisins
65g dried cranberries
130g dried apricots
60ml maple syrup
60ml water

From Association
member Sergeant
Reece Holt (left), 
of 3MCS. Suitable
for vegetarians and
vegans.

Food to beat ‘the bonk’
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WRITE YOUR LIFE STORY
Whether you are starting from scratch, or
have already written something, Bound
Biographies can work with you to
produce a handsomely bound book for
your family. Call Wendy on 01428 643591
or e-mail WendyBB@compuserve.com

Notices

Solution: Christmas
Crossword 2019

Reunions
RAF Seletar and Tengah Association reunion and AGM. Friday
October 18 - 20 at Sketchley Grange Hotel, Hinkley, LE10 3HU.
Details: chrismonteban@hotmail.co.uk or IOW Tours. Email:
enquiries@iowtours.com

318 Entry 3SofTT RAF Hereford Admin/Craft Apprentices are
organising a reunion to celebrate our 50th anniversary of
attestation in the RAF.  Ex-318 Hereford apprentices who are
interested in joining the current group of eight, should contact
Paul Leggott at pleggott53@gmail.com

Old Colleagues

Are you in this photograph? 230 Squadron Detachment RAF
Odiham to Nigeria and Cameroon 1961. Any photographs to
share? Contact: David Mitchell (Sqn Medic) at
biggles.mitch@gmail.com or phone 0114 2367386.

Welcome extended to anyone who served at RAF Changi,
including HQ FEAF between 1946 and 1971. See
www.rafchangi.co.uk for joining information or apply to Malcolm
Flack, Membership Secretary, 01494 728562 or
memsecchangi@telco4u.net for free enquiry pack.

Did you have wartime service (1942/43) in the Middle East on 
33 Air Stores Park during the Western Desert advance from Cairo
to Tripoli? Or with RAF Regiment 2932 Squadron during 1943/45
travelling from Syria to Austria on a Ford Bofor tractor with anti-
aircraft gun on tow? If so please contact Norman Tilley on:
normtilley68@gmail.com

On joining the RAF in 1944 I was mustered to radar as an
Operator and posted to Stoke Holy Cross in Norfolk on CHL
equipment. We also had the first equipment to plot the V2 rocket
launch points. Posted in 1946/47 to Prades, southern France
where we had the centimetre equipment. Our radar unit was
based on a mountain and used the Gee system. Looking for
anyone else involved in these events. Contact Russell Howes at
rmhowes@btinternet.com

Seeking past members of Course 2 PM nursing RAF Hospital
Wroughton 1963. Ann Smith, Barbra (?) etc. Contact Pat Melville
01262 675577 or email sculptchrisart@gmail.com

Across: 
1  A peartree
9  French
10  Altimeter
11  Asthma
12  Stratagem
13  Ungain
17  ATC
19  A merry
Christmas
20  Ecu
21  Turtle
25  Undamaged
26  Moulin
27  Butadiene
28  Marine
29  Bystander

Down: 
2  Pilots
3  Animal
4  Toecap
5  Eleventh
Century
6  Freshness
7  In the army
8  Cheapness
14  Pantomime
15 Rearguard
16  Brilliant
17  Ace
18  Cru
22  Vacant
23  Nation
24  Seance

Classified advertising

Notices – free for all members
Notices in Air Mail are free for all members.  

The service is provided as a member benefit to help members keep connected with people and places from their time in the RAF or in the RAF
Association, or to announce news of births, marriages, christenings, engagements, and more.

The terms and conditions are:  

•    A service for members only
•    First come first served until a maximum of two pages of the 
     magazine is filled
•    Text/copy to a maximum of 60 words or 500 characters with spaces, 
     whichever is the greater
•    One photograph can be published with each notice 
     (space permitting)
•    For personal notices only
•    Not to be used to promote profit-making ventures (such as renting 
     out private houses, sales of books, etc.). Those must be advertised 
     on our classified advertising section
•    May be used to promote giveaways or sales of items where the 
     money raised will be donated to the RAF Association
•    No other charities or profit-making organisations can be advertised
•    Must follow normal guidelines of being legal, decent, honest 
     and true
•    Editor’s decision is final

Send your text to notices@rafa.org.uk or call 0800 018 2361.

Deadline for the January - March 2020 issue; 15 November 2019.  Acceptance of submissions may close earlier if the pages are 
full. Only submissions made by email will be acknowledged before publication.

BOGBBOBOGNOR BOGNBOGNOBOGNORBOGNOR RBOGNOR REGBOGNOR REBOGNOR REGIBOGNOR REGIS RAFABOGNOR REGISBOGNOR REGIS BOGNOR REGIS RBOGNOR REGIS RABOGNOR REGIS RAFBOGNOR REGIS RAFA 
OVERLOOKING GARDENS & SEA 

CLUB & BAR OPEN DAILY  
All Day Bar Food 

Function Room available for hire to members 
Pre-booked buffets for visiting parties 

Live entertainment on Saturday evenings 

Visitors Welcome 
Waterloo Sq., Bognor Regis PO21 1TE 

Tel 01243 865615 
Email:branchsec.rafa381@btconnect.com 

Website: www.rafa381.co.uk 
 

BOOK PUBLISHING
Authors invited to submit manuscripts, 

all categories including poetry.
New authors welcome
A.H. STOCKWELL LTD

Dept 827 Ilfracombe, Devon, EX34 8BA.
Tel. 01271 862557

www.ahstockwell.co.uk
Publishers For 100 Years

Other
Sud Ouest France Branch are looking for relatives of an RAF pilot
killed in WWII. Sgt James William McLean Merry RAFVR was
killed in action on 13 October 1942 while flying a Whitley Mark V
from St Eval in Cornwall on submarine patrol duties. Merry was the
22-year-old son of James and Mary Merry from Hamilton,
Lanarkshire. Organisers of a Memorial Day in La Rochelle wish to
have pictures of James Merry and to invite his family to next year's
ceremony. Contact Terry Dennett at: admin@rafasudouest.fr

Membership to the Medmenham Association is open to all
serving and retired personnel of all ranks and branches of the
Armed Services, Voluntary Reserve and the Civil Service, who
gained a recognised qualification as an Imagery Analyst or
Photographic Interpreter, and are or have been employed in an
MOD, Service or similar Allied establishment. Associate
membership is also available to applicants who have worked in a
supporting role or had a close working association with the PI/IA
profession. Email: memsec@medmenham.org

Can anyone help discover the subject of this picture, bought in
2017 from a scrapyard after a house clearance near Montrose,
Scotland?  It was painted at Edgewater Beach, Chicago in 1942.
The artist was Corydon Granger Snyder who was born in Kansas in
1879 and is known more for landscapes and sculptures. The last
known framer was “Taylors Art Saloon, Picture Framers and Art
Dealers, 45-51 School Hill, Aberdeen”. The firm closed in the late
1980s. Contact Mark Salt at msalt1969@tiscali.co.uk

Self-publish your autobiography,
memoirs or novel in hardback,
paperback or ebook while retaining full
copyright and royalties. Fees from
£95.00. Our services are commended by
members of The Society of Authors.
Details at www.ebookversions.com
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Patron: Her Majesty The Queen

Registered Charity 226686 (England & Wales). SC037673 (Scotland).
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Patron: Her Majesty The QueenRegistered Charity 226686 (England & Wales). SC037673 (Scotland).
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AD ASTRA
Rev J Allardyce East Kilbride

Mr M Allen Erewash

Mr P Allen Salisbury RMG

Mr T Ambrose Batley and Birstall

Squadron Leader D Avery
Huntingdon and District

Mr J Ayres Hertford and District

Mr I Bailey Leuchars

Mr D Bain Stockton and Thornaby

Mr D F Ball Clacton-on-Sea

Mrs M E Ball Morecambe and Lancaster

Mrs J Barker Ely

Mr C Barker Faversham

Mr L Barker Overseas Area HQ

Mr R Barley Coventry

Mr J Barnes Boston

Mr T Barnett Gloucester

Mr C Barrand 1066

Mr M T Bawden Coventry

Mr D Beckley Spalding

Mr H Beever Littlehampton

Mr J D Bignell Tamworth

Mr D Blow Malta GC

Mr T Bothwell Moray

Mrs H B Bradley Torquay

Mr R Bradshaw Dunkeswell (AC) 

and Honiton

Mr P Breacker North Cornwall

Mrs M Brookes Diss

Mr L Brookes Newbury and District RMG

Mr R Brown Romsey

Mr T Brumfield Huddersfield

Mr J Buck Keyworth

Mr R Buckland Northwich

Mrs R Bucknall Scotland and 

Northern Ireland Area HQ

Mr A Bulley Cranwell

Mr E Burridge Fareham

Mr W A Burton South East and 

Eastern Area HQ

Mr D Butterworth South Australia

Mr T Carroll Northern Area HQ

Air Commodore N T Carter OBE
Spalding

Mr G H Cawthorne Grantham

Mr A Champion-De-Crespigny
Market Harborough

Mr B Charles Retford

Mr F E Check Wales, Midland and 

South West Area HQ

Mr A Chipperfield Horley

Mr D J Clark Northampton and District

Mr W Clarke Bedford

Mr P Clifton Kings Lynn and District

Mr A J Collins Aylesbury and Halton

Mrs M Collins Johannesburg

Mr G Collinson Letchworth, Hitchin 

and District

Mr C Connington South East and 

Eastern Area HQ

Mr A Corbett Huntingdon and District

Mr K Coulthard Swindon

Mrs A Coupland South Fylde

Mr K Craddy Hartlepool

Mr D W Crane Aldeburgh and District

Mr T Cresswell Cosford and District

Mr P Cross Basingstoke

Mr A Cunnington Wisbech

Mr F Damerell Southampton 

and Eastleigh

Mrs J Davison Shrewsbury

Mr K Davison Yeadon

Mr P Deane Bridport and Lyme Regis

Mr D Densham Coningsby and District

Mr R Dickinson Hartlepool

Mr R Dinham Kensington

Mr R Donkin Stanley

Mrs T Douse Great Yarmouth 

and District

Mrs M N Draper Exmouth

Miss R Dumont Lyon

Mr R W Edwards Southend-on-Sea

Mr B Elding Peterborough

Mr G Evans Knighton and District

Mr C Fair Grimsby, Cleethorpes 

and District

Mrs H Falconer Ayr and Prestwick

Air Commodore G Ferenczy
North Costa Blanca

Mr E Fillis Melksham

Mr L Flew Itchen and Hamble

Mr W Ford Burtonwood 

and Warrington

Mr B Fothergill Northern Area HQ

Mr A Frame Bedford

Mr J Freeman Maidstone

Mr R A Freestone Stamford RMG

Mr J Gagen Headquarters Branch

Mrs R Gaskin Gloucester

Mr P Gibby Tunbridge Wells

Miss J Gilhooley Ile-de-France

Mr J Glen Edinburgh, Lothians 

and Borders

Mr E Goldsmith Wantage and District

Mr A Greethurst Fareham

Mr A Guilhem Swindon

Mr A Guy Northern Area HQ

Mrs J Guy South East 

and Eastern Area HQ

Mr T Hadden Newark

Mr A J Harrison Penrith

Mr D E Haste Burnham-On-Sea

Mr E Hathaway Rhyl and Abergele

Mr R Hay Coventry

Mr R Hayward Worcester and District

Mr B Hedgecock Rugby and District

Mr K Henley Formby

Mrs S Hewett Costa Blanca

Mr B Hibbs City of Bristol

Mr R Hicks Calne and District

Mr D Hirst Clacton-on-Sea

Mr G Honeyands Tywyn 

and Aberdovey

Mr D W Howe Lincoln

Mr D Hughes-Williams
Cannock Chase

Mr J M Hunt Rugby and District

Mr R Isherwood Grimsby, Cleethorpes 

and District

Mrs V James Porthcawl and Kenfig

Mr B Johnson Hertford and District

Mr H Jones Bedford

Mr G Keene Trowbridge and 

West Wiltshire

Mr T Kellock Camberley and District

Mr T M Kelynack Nottingham

Mr D R Kenton Nottingham

Mr F Kershaw Harrow District

Mrs J Keymer Leicester

Mrs V I Ladbrook Aylesbury and Halton

Air Commodore A C Lang MBE ADC
Exmouth

Mr F Larard Headquarters Branch

Mr D Laycock Hailsham

Mr C Lewis Neath

Mr J Little Porthcawl and Kenfig

Mrs P Lloyd Worthing

Mr A C Lord Rhyl and Abergele

Mr E Loveless Leigh

Ms P Maddox Thurrock

Mr R Marchant Huntingdon and District

Mr P Martin Moray

Mr W Mason Stevenage

Mrs P C Mathieson York

Mr M Mawson Castleford

Mrs H McAlister Birkenhead

Mr W McRae Sydney 

Metropolitan Branch

Miss M Metcalfe Stockton and Thornaby

Mr J M'Kenzie-Hall MVO
Camberley and District

Mr L Moate Headquarters Branch

Mr M Moore Lincoln

Mr B Morley Witney RMG

Rev B Morris Mid-Somerset

Mr B Mumby Overseas Area HQ

Mr E Newman Kenley and Caterham

Mr F Nice Sudbury

Mr J Noakes Fleet

Mrs W Norman Wantage and District

Mr D Nutbrown Camberley and District

Mr F Oakes Kidderminster

Mr D Oconnell Sheldon 

and District branch

Mr G Osborne Rushden

Mr M Owen Northern Area HQ

Mr V Patten Exmouth

Mr B Peacock Huntingdon and District

Mr T Peacock York

Mr A Peridi Ile-de-France

Squadron Leader R V Peterson
Harrogate and District

Mr A Petoud Burnham-on-Sea

Mr R Pigram Gloucester

Mr W Pinder Romford

Mrs V A Podmore Newcastle-under-Lyme

Mrs D Preston Hartlepool

Mr K Price Wolverhampton 

and District

Mr J Procter Northern Area HQ

Mr G Quinn Johannesburg

Mr P Rackliff Fareham

Mr A Ralley Kidderminster

Mr G Reddy Amsterdam

Mr L P Reeves Leigh

Mr L Richards Stevenage

Mr T Richardson Hartlepool

Mr H Richens Bognor Regis

Mr M Richmond South East 

and Eastern Area HQ

Mrs E Ridley Hertford and District

Mr L Roberts Diss

Mr P Roberts Llandaff and Ely

Mr R Robinson Carlisle and District

Mr J Robinson Littlehampton

Mr R Rodgers Stourbridge RMG

Mr F Rundle St Austell

Mr R Russell New Milton 

and District Branch

Mr R Rust Witham and Rivenhall

Mr J Savage Sudbury

Mr J Sciberras Malta GC

Mr J Shepherd Bury St Edmunds

Mr L Shields South East 

and Eastern Area HQ

Mr R Shillaker Uxbridge

Mr R Shuster York

Mr D Smith Headquarters Branch

Air Marshal F Sowrey KCB CBE AFC
Haywards Heath

Wing Commander V Stapley
Kings Lynn and District

Squadron Leader N Stevenson
Horsham and Storrington

Mr A Stokes 1066

Squadron Leader R C W Stokes
Hayling Island

Mr D Studman Letchworth, Hitchin 

and District

Mr J Taberner Doncaster

Mr C Temple South East 

and Eastern Area HQ

Rev T Thomas Pontardawe and District

Mr M Thorne RAF St Mawgan

Mr A Tickner Gosport

Mr E Tillbrook Hull

Mr E Towers Haywards Heath

Mr J E Vane Plymouth

Wing Commander E Viles MBE
City of Bristol

Mr D W Walford Amsterdam

Mrs E Walker Harrogate and District

Mr A Wall Rhyl and Abergele

Mr S Wall Wittering and District

Mr G Walters Diss

Mr B Watkinson Driffield

Mr M Webb Stafford

Mr L Webber Walton, Weybridge 

and District

Mr W Webster Angus

Mr D Welch Seahaven

Mrs I Wellings Stowmarket

Mr B Weston Peterborough

Mr M Wheadon Nottingham

Mr P Wickens Isle of Wight

Mr S Wise Littlehampton

Mrs D Woodford Great Glen

Mr J Ziegler Bognor Regis

We record with sadness the passing of the
following members of the RAF Association

We specially remember those who had
reached or passed their 100th birthday:

Mr B F Martin        Bangor
Mr H Flack               Isle of Wight
Mrs J Woodward  Wimborne

Please note: Air Mail cannot accept any
obituary notifications direct. 

They must be notified to the member’s
branch or area office. 

Alternatively, call our contact team on 
0800 018 2361. 

The Royal Air Forces
Association

In friendship and in service one
to another we are pledged to

keep alive the memory of those
of all nations who died in the
Royal Air Force and in the Air

Forces of the Commonwealth. 
In their name we give ourselves

to this noble cause.

Proudly and thankfully
We will remember them.



For more gift ideas and to order visit rafa.org.uk/shop  
or for more information call our team on 0800 018 2361

N.B. Postage prices  
are not included

Support the RAF family  
with our commemorative 
and seasonal ranges

Poppy Pin With 
RAF Emblem £12.00
Product code 767-LB40

Santa Bear £15.00
Product code WABEAR-XMAS

Red Arrows 
Decoration £5.00
Product code 000-RAFATCD

Red Arrows North American 
Tour 2019 Coin £15.00
Product code RANAT-CC

Spit�re In Poppy 
Wreath Brooch £15.00
Product code P1024

Earrings £10.00
Product code BRZ-EAR

Poppy Wreath Lapel 
Pin Badge £4.50
Product code 767-RE34B

Poppy 4 Petal Stud 
Earrings £15.00
Product code P3002

Silver Heart 
Brooch £10.00
Product code BRZ-BRO

Poppy Pin with RAF 
Association (New) 
Crest £12.00
Product code 767-PPRAFA

RAF Salute To The Past 
Calendar 2020 £10.00
Product code CAL2020-SALUTE

RAF Calendar 
2020 £10.00
Product code CAL2020-RAF

2020 A3 Classic Aircraft 
Wall Calendar £15.00
Product code DH2020

RAF Red Arrows 
Calendar 2020 £10.00
Product code CAL2020-RED

RAF Association 
2020 Diary £5.00
Product code XR20

Poppy Pendant 
4 Petals £15.00
Product code P2005

Silver Heart 
Bracelet £10.00
Product code BRZ-BRA

Poppy & Roundel Lapel 
Pin Badge £4.50
Product code 767-RE34I

Poppy Slider 
Bracelet £15.00
Product code P4012

1. Operation Christmas Product code X139
2. Three Little Robins Product code X138
3. No Room At The Inn Product code X136
4. Donkey And Robin Product code X134
5. Winter Wonderland Product code X141

6. Flight Christmas Product code X144
7. Flirting With The Tree Tops Product code X132
8. Midnight Carols Product code X135
9. Woodland Tree Product code X140
10. Tartan Trees Product code X137

11. RAFA Christmas Card Product code X143
12. A Winter Escort Product code X131
13. Winter’s Chill Product code X133
14. Disturbed Tranquillity - Vulcan Product code X123
15. A Winter Hurricane Product code X130

REMEMBRANCE

GIFTS

CHRISTMAS
The perfect way to wish season’s greetings 
to family and friends. Each pack contains 
10 selected cards and envelopes.  
Each pack is priced at £4.25

2020 CALENDARS AND DIARY
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or Swing?

www.empiremedals.com                 

RAF Drinks Bottle

£19
500ml capacity high grade

stainless steel ‘Bottle for Life’

Double walled insulation, easy 
to clean, completely tasteless 

and odourless

Can be engraved with ANY
regimental badge, crest and or 

text of  your choice. You can 
even personalise with your 

service details!

Our specialist team here at Empire Medals take every 
detail of the cleaning, polishing & mounting very 

seriously. We work extremely hard to deliver the very 
highest standards in an e�cient and timely manner.

So whether it’s Swing Mounting, Court Mounting or 
even if you’re just not sure - we are here to help you 

every step of the way. 

Simply call FREEPHONE 0800 133 7646
Email us: info@empiremedals.com

Visit our website www.empiremedals.com

online: www.empiremedals.com
phone: 0800 133 7646                 

       


